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The Plan reacts to the various land-uses and proposes a unified 

approach to the disparate cross sections throughout the corridor. It 

applies Complete Street recommendations that will improve safety 

and connectivity for both pedestrians and bicyclists. The future street 

will be an attractive, safe, tree-lined street, with strong bicycle and 

pedestrian networks to accommodate new and life-long residents at 

all stages of life. 

The Plan is also intended as a ”Development Tool” that  will facilitate 

coordination with new or remodeled buildings and set priorities for 

future investment in the area within the public right-of-way.

OVERVIEW OF GOALS FOR PROJECT

The goals for the Plan include:

•	 Build-off	and	add	to	prior	public	improvements

•	 Support	Economic	Development

•	 Improve	Public	Safety	and	Public	Health

•	 Enhance	Quality	of	Life	and	Sense	of	Place

•	 Upgrade	Infrastructure

•	 Be	Multi-modal	and	Transit	Friendly

•	 Incorporate	Sustainable	Best	Practices

•	 Ensure	Maintainability

•	 Provide	a	pleasant	environment	for	all	users

•	 Improve	community	cohesion	

PROJECT INTRODUCTION 

The 55th Street Streetscape Master Plan (the Plan) creates a vision to guide the form, function, and character of future development of the public right-of-way for the corridor, from Cottage Grove Avenue to 

Lake Shore Drive.  55th Street serves as a primary East-West roadway corridor from Washington Park to the lakefront.  It has a thriving mix of residential, institutional, commercial, and civic land-uses and it is 

a major entryway to the University of Chicago. It also provides important connections to adjacent open space, public transit, and bicycle facilities. 

1 Introduction    

Purpose of Master Plan
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive
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55TH	STREET	IMPORTANCE	AS	A	TRANSPORTATION	CORRIDOR

Geographically, 55th Street from Cottage Grove Avenue to Lake 

Shore	Drive	bisects	the	Hyde	Park	community	area.		55th	Street	is	

an important connector and corridor for all modes of transportation.  

It is an important entry corridor to the neighborhood and to the 

University.		West	of	Washington	Park,	55th	Street	transforms	

into	Garfield	Boulevard	and	links	to	major	transit	routes	by	the	

Garfield Green Line and Red Line CTA stops as well as the Dan Ryan 

Expressway.  

It	is	a	major	east-west	bike	route	with	protected	or	buffered	bike	

lanes through the portion between Cottage Grove Avenue and Lake 

Park Avenue and shared bike lanes between Lake Park Avenue 

and	South	Shore	Drive.	Both	the	55	and	171	bus	routes	run	down	

55th	Street	connecting	the	University	to	the	neighborhood	and	the	

neighborhood to the city at large. The northern entry for the 55th, 

56th,	57th	Street	Metra	station	also	resides	at	55th	Street	and	Lake	

Park Avenue.

With diverse modes of travel utilizing the corridor and multitude 

of connections within the community and beyond, it is critically 

important that 55th Street is safe and well-functioning for all users.

55th Street Project Corridor
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Pedestrian crossings can be made safer with the addition of bumpoutsThe plan recommends making the street more bike friendy

This Plan was created through the collaborative efforts of the 

Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT), City Agencies, elected 

and appointed leaders, and public input through meetings with 

community members and other stakeholders. Community input was 

taken at community and coordination meetings, workshops and by 

written comments and emails. 

COMMUNITY	CONSENSUS	AND	DESIGN	CONCEPTS

The Plan recommends design concepts that are based on detailed 

analysis of existing conditions and the input of community members.

Many	of	the	desires	of	the	community	fell	into	categories	that	

coalesced into consensus items.  These main consensus items were:

•	 Make	the	Street	more	pedestrian	and	bike	friendly	and	provide	

an attractive and cohesive streetscape.  

•	 Enhance the pedestrian environment for both practical and 

aesthetic considerations.  Residents called for improved street  

lighting, sidewalk repairs, making sidewalks ADA compliant  and 

wider where possible, and making pedestrian crossings safer by 

adding bumpouts and by traffic calming. 

•	 Improve bike facilities, create permanent protected bike lanes 

where possible, eliminate conflicts at bus stops and right turn 

lanes, improve connections to the lakefront and add bike parking 

at strategic locations. 

•	 Enhance the quality of the aesthetic environment, improve the 

condition of existing street trees, add trees where possible, 

improve small public and park spaces, add benches, trash cans, 

banners, and public art.

BENEFITS	TO	THE	COMMUNITY

Many	of	the	various	sections	of	55th	Street	are	auto	centric	and	

the community wishes to rebalance the street between pedestrians, 

bicyclists and vehicles.  Pedestrian and bike activity is important in 

creating a vibrant, safe, and cohesive community.  Getting people 

out of their cars makes the community more physically active and 

healthier.  Pedestrian and bike activity increases when the experience 

is safe, streets are interconnected, accessible, and above all, 

enjoyable.

1 Introduction    

Project Approach
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

View looking east on 55th,(1892).  University of Chicago 

Special Collections [apf2-03946], Special Collections 

Research Center, University of Chicago Library. 

NE 55th Street and Lake Park, (1892).  University of Chicago 

Special Collections [apf2-004025], Special Collections 

Research Center, University of Chicago Library. 

Cable Car and Jackson Park,(1882).  University of Chicago 

Special Collections [apf2-03915], Special Collections 

Research Center, University of Chicago Library. 

the next 30 years as residential construction would increase while the 

transportation network would also grow2.		By	the	end	of	the	1880s,	

the area would gain transportation options in the form of the Cottage 

Grove cable car in addition to dozens of trains connecting the South 

park	station	at	57th	Street	with	the	Loop2.		In	spite	of	such	major	

improvements, the character of the built environment would not 

change	very	much	until	three	major	events	of	the	late	1800s2.

The	first	event	was	when	Hyde	Park	was	annexed	by	the	city	of	

HISTORICAL	BEGINNINGS

Hyde	Park	and	The	University	of	Chicago	are	well	known	for	being	

the home of a number presidents, politicians, and religious leaders1.  

The	development	of	Hyde	Park	was	created	in	1853	when	Paul	

Cornell,	a	lawyer	from	New	York,	purchased	300	acres	of	land	

from 51st to 55th Street2.  An astute businessman, Cornell would 

later deed 60 acres to the Illinois Central Railroad with the promise 

of the construction of a train station that would allow daily trips to 

downtown Chicago2.  The community would continue to develop over 

Chicago	in	1889;	“The	townships	that	voted	wholesale	to	come	in	...	

were looking at Chicago and the municipality as really a way out 

of	a	lot	of	problems,”	said	Chicago	History	Museum	historian	Peter	

Alter.	“No	longer	were	things	like	sewers	and	power	seen	as	luxuries	

that	you	could	offer	to	the	rich;	they	were	seen	as	necessities3.”

Shortly following, the next seminal event was the founding of the 

University	of	Chicago	in	1892.		The	neighborhood	was	designed	and	

built	with	the	University’s	interests	in	mind.		The	University	of	Chicago	

was	founded	by	the	American	Baptist	Education	Society	with	initial	

funding by John D. Rockefeller2.		The	University	would	also	benefit	

from	a	land	donation	from	Marshall	Field	upon	which	the	campus	

would be constructed2. 

The	third	major	event	was	the	World’s	Columbian	Exposition	of	

1893,	which	triggered	the	construction	of	hundreds	of	buildings	in	

Hyde	Park	and	Woodlawn.		Development	would	also	include	the	

construction of the South Side Elevated line, which connected the loop 

with	Jackson	Park	in	18932.  The influence of the Exposition extended 

beyond	the	confines	of	the	World’s	Fair.		Trends	which	originated	in	

Chicago	in	1893	and	many	of	the	ideas	advanced	there	have	shaped	

the very landscape of modern America. 

The Exposition drew the attention of city and regional residents to the 

site	in	Jackson	Park	and	along	the	Midway,	and	to	the	surrounding	

neighborhood.  Investment in the neighborhood increased and 

sections of the 55th Street corridor, in particular the eastern section, 

1Long, Kathy “Chicago’s Historic Hyde Park” Chicago Tonight. Web. 24 Jul. 
2013. 
<http://chicagotonight.wttw.com/2013/07/24/chicagos-historic-hyde-park>.
2Grinnell, Max. “Hyde Park.” Encyclopedia of Chicago. Web.  
<http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/622.html>.
3Bobeda, Tricia and Edes, Alyssa. “Gulp! How Chicago Gobbled It’s 
Neighbors” Curious City. Web. 27 Jan. 2014. 
<https://www.wbez.org/shows/wbez-news/gulp-how-chicago-gobbled-its-
neighbors/15490e14-5c5c-4b93-b4c2-74b592bfe11a>.

55th Street History and Identity
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View looking west along 55th Street at South Lake Park Avenue in 1955.  University of Chicago Special Collections [apf2-

03950], Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library. 

Typical local bar and brewery constructed in 1880 at the 

north west corner of 55th and South Lake Park Avenue.  

University of Chicago Special Collections [apf2-03947], 

Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago 

Library. 

became highly fashionable.  The area became so popular that 

new	“French	Flat”	apartment	buildings	were	constructed.		The	

scale of the apartment buildings grew along with the popularity 

of the neighborhood.  An example is the 12 story Jackson Shore 

Apartments	at	South	Shore	Drive	constructed	in	1917.		The	craze	

for mid-rise apartment living culminated in the construction of the 

Mayfair	Apartments	at	55th	Street	and	Hyde	Park	Boulevard	in	1926.	

The community and neighbourhood as a whole, is studded with 

significant buildings, the landscape even has a historic significance 

as the vision of Frederick Law Olmstead is present in the areas two 

great parks, Washington and Jackson4.  Some of the significant 

buildings	include:	Frank	Lloyd	Wright’s	Robie	House	(1910),	the	

Rockefeller	Chapel	by	Bertram	Goodhue	(1928),	and	the	Museum	of	

Science and Industry, formerly known as the Palace of Fine Arts, the 

only	surviving	structure	from	the	1893	Columbian	Exposition4. 

EVOLUTION	OF	55TH	STREET

Many	establishments	along	55th	Street,	particularly	near	the	

intersection at Lake Park Avenue had long been in the business of 

entertainment,	socialization,	and	the	sale	of	liquor.		In	the	1880s,	

village trustees tried to limit the sale of alcohol in the community, yet 

active taverns remained along the commercial strip in the middles 

of	Hyde	Park5. Prior to annexation by the City of Chicago, Lake Park 

Avenue	came	under	the	jurisdiction	of	the	railroad,	and	saloons	

were permitted within a certain radius of the Illinois Central tracks. 

After	Hyde	Park	was	annexed	to	the	larger	city	in	1889,	this	rule	

remained5.

Liquor establishments proliferated throughout the neighborhood, the 

area in general thrived with increasing business that continued until 

January	17,	1920,	when	America	went	“dry.”	After	Prohibition	took	

effect, alcohol became more popular than ever and bars developed 

into	“speakeasies”	and	thriving	illegal	businesses5. 

By	the	late	1940s,	the	taverns	that	entertained	a	large	customer	base	

late into the night were located in buildings that clearly showed the 

signs of age and deterioration5.  It would take another decade, and 

the clearance of many of the structures in the area, to change the 

soul of the street and neighborhood5.		By	then,	the	huge	racial	shift	of	

the	city’s	South	Side	was	adding	to	the	strain	on	the	neighborhood’s	

increasingly low housing availability, as African-Americans, a large 

4Samuelson, Tim. “Hyde Park and Kenwood Issue: Beyond Robie House” 
Chicago Reader. Web. 4 Mar. 2010. 
<http://www.chicagoreader.com/chicago/hyde-park-chicago-architecture-
herrick-house-st-thomas-the-apostle/Content?oid=1488515>.
5O’Connor Davis, Susan. “Part Four: Leading to Land Clearance, 55th Street and 
Lake Avenue” Hyde Park Herald. Web. 20 Feb. 2014. 
<http://hpherald.com/2014/02/20/part-4-leading-to-land-clearance-55th-street-
and-lake-avenue/>.

1 Introduction    
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

University Park Condo Buildings and shopping center under Construction.  View looking west along 55th Street at South 

Lake Park Avenue in 1961.  University of Chicago Special Collections [apf2-03954], Special Collections Research Center, 

University of Chicago Library. 

number of which moved to Chicago from the southern states during 

the	Great	Migration,	continually	searched	for	better	housing5.  People 

earning lower wages replaced the middle class, taking residence in 

subdivided and dilapidated structures as they attempted to escape 

the expanding ghetto5.  At this time, the ghetto known as the black 

belt was a strip of land between State Street and Wentworth Avenue 

and bordered by 22nd street to the north and 31st street to the 

south.		In	the	late	1940s	this	area	was	expanding	to	the	west	of	Hyde	

Park.  Property owners saw an opportunity for increased profits and 

divided established apartment buildings into numerous small units 

without the addition of new utilities5.		“Single	room	occupancy	units	

were often rented out by the week with shared facilities, leading to a 

serious deterioration of the sanitary conditions within buildings5.”

A	1952	study	found	that	many	buildings	had	badly	deteriorated	and	

portions of the area were threatened by a slow decay.  In spite of 

the	fact	that	the	Urban	Renewal	plan	was	not	formally	approved	by	

the	City	Council	until	November	7,	1958,	work	began	in	the	spring	

of	1955	with	the	removal	of	the	structures	in	the	worst	condition.		

This was the first of four different renewal initiatives, known as 

“Hyde	Park	A	and	B	and	was	completed	by	the	City	agency	called	

the Land Clearance Commission5. A large area of buildings located 

along	the	railroad	tracks	from	54th	to	57th	Streets,	on	55th	Street	

from Lake Park to Kimbark Avenues and a small section on 54th 

Street at Dorchester Avenue were demolished.  The character of the 

community was greatly changed after the land clearance.  Large 

expanses of open land were created by the demolition of the 

buildings5.  The parkway boulevard, stretching from Drexel Avenue 

to	University	Avenue	is	created	in	1964	with	the	demolition	of	

apartment buildings.

During	the	urban	renewal	period,	planners	viewed	the	community’s	

main	assets	as	the	major	institutions,	with	little	emphasis	for	the	

general life of urban living.  Critics of the urban renewal process have 

suggested	that	the	planners’	fortress-like	mentality	was	responsible	for	

the elimination of the establishments that attracted outside visitors.  As 

a result, the commerce along 55th Street has been slow to recover5.

DEMOGRAPHICS

According	to	census	data	available	through	the	Chicago	Historical	

Society,	the	population	in	Hyde	Park	has	slightly	declined	over	

the	last	25	years.		In	1990,	the	total	population	in	Hyde	Park	

was	recorded	as	28,630	whereas	for	the	2010	census,	the	

total	population	was	recorded	as	25,680.		This	is	a	decrease	of	

approximately 10% of the population density per square mile area of 

the neighborhood.  The most notable change in population occurred 

between	1960	and	1990,	with	nearly	a	40%	decline	from	45,577	to	

28,630.

The	median	age	of	the	Hyde	Park	neighborhood	is	approximately	33	

years of age with over a third of the population between 20 and 40 

years	of	age.		University	of	Chicago	enrollment	data	indicates	over	

14,850	students	were	enrolled	as	of	2015.		

5O’Connor Davis, Susan. “Part Four: Leading to Land Clearance, 55th Street and 
Lake Avenue” Hyde Park Herald. Web. 20 Feb. 2014. 
<http://hpherald.com/2014/02/20/part-4-leading-to-land-clearance-55th-street-
and-lake-avenue/>.
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The public listens to a CDOT project manager give an overview of the 55th Street corridor

COMMUNITY	ISSUES	&	CONCERNS

On	October	6th,	2014,	CDOT	initiated	the	55th	Street	Master	Plan	

effort by hosting a community meeting at the Catholic Theological 

Union	on	S.	Cornell	Avenue	near	the	project	corridor.		The	public	was	

invited to attend the meeting, review existing conditions with the 

project	team,	and	offer	insight	on	issues	and	concerns.

Approximately 30 individuals attended the meeting, as well as CDOT 

project	managers	and	consultants	from	the	Burns	and	McDonnell	

/ Altamanu team.  Attendees reviewed aerial mapping and site 

photographs, and discussed current conditions and challenges 

facing the 55th street corridor.  They were given the opportunity to 

review	the	project	exhibits	and	were	encouraged	to	identify	issues	

on the aerial maps using post-it notes.  The following is a list of the 

comments gathered as part of this exercise:

•	 55th/Cottage Grove: Landscape improvements are needed, 

including trees, shrubs and flowers near the sports facilities

•	 The	bus	stop	east	of	Cottage	Grove	promotes	jaywalking	across	

55th Street and should be removed for safety

•	 Crosswalk signals with audio and improved pedestrian safety are 

needed at South Ellis Avenue

•	 The crosswalk at South Greenwood is not aligned with the 

intersection and needs alert lights for pedestrians

•	 Retail should be returned to the 55th Street frontage road area 

instead of the berms which create a barrier

•	 The	intersection	at	University	Avenue	and	55th	Street	needs	

improved pedestrian safety at crosswalks, this intersection needs 

a	stop-sign	and	construction	barricades	here	create	a	major	

hazard

•	 Trees	and	plantings	are	needed	on	the	north	side	of	55th,	just	

east	of	University	Avenue

•	 At South Woodlawn Avenue and 55th Street, the ADA ramps 

need to be improved on all corners

•	 At South Woodland and 55th, westbound drivers turning right do 

not yield to cyclists. 

•	 The median at South Kimbark and 55th should be beautified

•	 At South Kimbark, there is a need for a left turn lane for 

northbound traffic

•	 Nichols	Park	should	be	made	more	inviting

•	 Sidewalk condition and width needs to be improved along 55th 

Street

•	 Traffic from Cottage Grove to Lake Park Avenue needs to be 

slowed down

•	 A stop sign is needed at South Kenwood Avenue and 55th Street

•	 Where	55th	Street	splits	around	University	Place,	the	intersection	

is extremely dangerous with bikes cutting across traffic and 

busses. This area needs stop signs and protected bike lanes 

•	 The sidewalk at Dorchester and 55th Street is in bad shape and 

pedestrian	crossings	are	poorly	placed,	leading	to	jaywalking

•	 University	Park	Apartments	should	be	torn	down	(referred	to	as	

Community Involvement

Implementation   4
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Comments from small groups with voting stickersExample of comments left on aerial photo from the first public meeting held in October of 2014

Monoxide	Island)

•	 University	Park	Apartments	should	remove	fencing	to	allow	

pedestrian traffic to move through the space, as the community 

was told this would happen when it was built

•	 Pedestrian	crossings	are	needed	at	the	East	end	of	the	University	

Park	Apartments	“island”

•	 More	attractive	storefront	signage	is	needed	on	55th	Street	just	

West of Lake Park Avenue

•	 Improved	ADA	access	to	Metra	platform	is	needed

•	 Pillars	in	the	Metra	underpass	need	to	be	improved.	Viaduct	is	

leaking and appears to be in disrepair

•	 Bike	lanes	are	needed	east	of	the	Metra	tracks

•	 There are flooding issues at South Cornell and 55th Street

•	 Bus	stop	at	South	Hyde	Park	Boulevard	is	too	short	and	busses	

overhang into traffic when stopped

•	 15 minute loading zones at S. Everett should be added

•	 Wide curved intersection at South Shore is challenging to cross 

due	to	it’s	shape	and	width

•	 The parking lot at the end of 55th Street and Lake Shore Drive is 

often obscured by leaves

Following the large group discussion of the aerial mapping, 

attendees were randomly split into several small groups for 

additional discussions.  Each group was asked to develop a list of 

items they wanted to see addressed for a segment of the corridor.  

Following a large group discussion on the corridor issues, the 

attendees ranked their top 3 to 5 concerns using a dot-voting 

approach, as well as indicated their single most prominent concern 

using a star-voting approach.

A summary of the issues and concerns developed by corridor 

segment	is	presented	below.		Note	the	numbers	in	parenthesis	(x/y)	

denotes the number of priority votes (x) to the total number of votes 

(y) that the issue received during the ranking exercise.

COTTAGE	GROVE	AVENUE	TO	UNIVERSITY	AVENUE

•	 Address	sidewalk	conditions,	improve	ADA	ramps	and	address		

 bus shelter issues (2/5)

•	 Create	permanent,	protected	bike	lanes	(1/5)

•	 Improve	lighting	(0/3)

•	 55th/University	Place	intersection	is	dangerous	and	needs		

 improved traffic control (0/2)

•	 Ellis	to	Cottage	Grove	experiences	cars	driving	too	fast.		This		

 stretch is not pedestrian friendly and does not offer a good  

 connection to the park. (0/1)

UNIVERSITY	AVENUE	TO	KENWOOD	AVENUE

•	 Corridor	improvements	including	lighting,	trash	cans,	planters,		

	 signage,	banners,	etc.	(1/7)

•	 Traffic	calming	and	traffic	control	is	needed	(4/5)

•	 Nichols	Park	–	need	to	fill	in	the	“desert”	and	create	more		

 visual interest (2/4)

12



•	 Beautify	the	median	(1/5)

•	 De-clutter	the	street	and	examine	signage	(0/4)

•	 Sidewalk	clean-up	of	obstacles	(0/2)

•	 Improved	crossings	with	pedestrian	refuge	islands	needed,		

	 specifically	at	University	Avenue	(1/2)

•	 Permanent	bike	lanes/better	protected	bike	lanes	(0/2)

•	 Safety	program	to	educate	users	of	the	street	(0/2)

•	 Stop	sign	needs	to	be	added	to	55th	Street	at	Kenwood		 	

 Avenue (1/1)

•	 Improved	lighting/visibility	(0/1)

•	 Improve	connectivity	(no	ranking)

•	 Pedestrian	crossings	raised	(no	ranking)

KENWOOD	AVENUE	TO	LAKE	PARK	AVENUE

•	 Add	stop	signs	around	University	Park	building	(0/2)

•	 Add	benches	for	walkers	(0/2)

•	 Better	snow	removal	from	sidewalks	needed	(0/2)

•	 Additional	pedestrian	signs	in	street	(1/1)

•	 Improve	small	gardens	/	parks	in	corners	of	University	Park		

 property (1/1)

•	 Add	pedestrian	crossing	lights	with	push-button	activators	(0/1)

•	 Extend	bike	lanes	under	Metra	tracks	(0/1)

•	 Add	bike	traffic	signals	(0/1)

•	 Add	mural	to	wall	(0/1)

•	 Add	a	bus	stop	for	the	#171	bus	at	Blackstone	(0/1)

•	 Add	bike	direction	signage	around	University	Park	building	(no		

 ranking)

LAKE	PARK	AVENUE	TO	LAKE	SHORE	DRIVE

•	 The	pedestrian	crossing	at	55th	and	South	Shore	needs	work		

 (1/6)

•	 Improve	sidewalk	conditions	and	ADA	compliance	throughout		

 the corridor (3/4)

•	 Bus	stop	analysis	is	needed.	Bus	stops	block	pedestrian	and		

	 cars	at	55th	and	Hyde	Park	Boulevard	(1/4)

•	 55th	Street	Metra	viaduct	needs	improvements	(0/4)

•	 Add	bike	parking	between	Hyde	Park	and	the	Metra	viaduct,		

 close to the park (0/1)

•	 Improve	bike	connectivity	between	the	Metra	viaduct	and	the		

 lakefront (1/1)

•	 Current	trees	are	inadequate	and	have	open	pits	(1/1)

•	 Add	street	furniture,	including	benches	and	trash	cans	(no			

 ranking)

•	 Add	restaurants,	parks	and	a	bank	(no	ranking)

•	 Improve	car	parking	near	Hyde	Park	Boulevard.	People	drive		

	 in	and	park	here	to	take	the	#6	bus	(no	ranking)

The information gathered regarding the existing conditions of 

the corridor, as well as the issues and concerns expressed by the 

community,	was	utilized	during	the	initial	phase	of	the	project.		This	

first phase, Existing Conditions Analysis, continues through the next 

several sections and describes not only the overall character and land 

use of the corridor, but also the existing infrastructure conditions and 

relevant traffic and safety data.

Community Involvement

Implementation   4
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There are no side streets that intersect with 55th Street between 

Cottage Grove Avenue and Ellis Avenue and the southern frontage 

is	characterized	by	chain	link	fencing	along	University	athletic	fields.		

The lack of pedestrian crossings and the edge treatment along the 

southern right of way discourages pedestrian activity. Speeding is an 

issue along this stretch due to the expansive street width and wide 

striped median.  Speeding is especially problematic at night when 

there	are	relatively	few	parked	cars	adjacent	to	the	travel	lanes.		

Residents expressed their concern with the speed of automobile 

traffic in this zone and feel it is not accommodating to a safe, 

comfortable pedestrian experience.  In addition, many sections of 

sidewalk are in need of repair and are narrow in proportion to the 

street.  Certain portions of sidewalk do not comply with current ADA 

standards.

unified and connected community. Residents at public meetings 

expressed the desire to improve community connections and establish 

a shared vision with a sense of belonging for all users.  Establishing 

this shared vision and uniting the four zones is critical to solidifying a 

stronger sense of place and community.

A.	COTTAGE	GROVE	TO	UNIVERSITY

Between	Cottage	Grove	Avenue	and	University	Avenue,	55th	

Street	serves	as	the	northern	border	of	the	University	of	Chicago	

campus.	Ellis	Avenue	and	University	Avenue	act	as	its	primary	

points	of	entry.	University	Avenue	and	Greenwood	Avenue	are	

unsignalized	intersections	with	major	pedestrian	and	bike	crossings.	

The construction of new student housing along the south side of 55th 

Street	between	University	and	Greenwood	Avenues	greatly	increases	

the need for safe pedestrian and bike facilities at these locations.

INTRODUCTION

55th Street between Cottage Grove Avenue and Lake Shore Drive is a 

complex mixture of neighboring surroundings, cultural identities, and 

varying land uses. The present-day corridor can be divided into four 

primary character zones from west to east: 

A.	 Cottage	Grove	Avenue	to	University	Avenue	

B.	 University	Avenue	to	Kenwood	Avenue

C. Kenwood Avenue to Lake Park Avenue

D. Lake Park Avenue to Lake Shore Drive

Although the character zones may share some qualities, each 

zone is different in character from the next. The overall corridor 

lacks	cohesion	and	is	sub-divided	into	disjointed	parts.	The	current	

divisions in the corridor are obstacles to the development of a more 

Overall 55th Street Corridor & Zones

Character of Corridor

Existing Conditions Analysis   2
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive
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North	of	the	boulevard	lies	a	quiet	inner	drive	lined	with	rowhouses	

and larger multifamily apartment buildings, representative of the 

residential neighborhood that continues to the north.  Drexel Avenue 

is a recommended bike route north of 55th Street that is slated to 

receive bike infrastructure upgrades.  These facilities will strengthen 

the important connection into the 55th Street protected bike lanes, 

a	major	east-west	bicycle	connection,	and	into	the	University	of	

Chicago campus at Ellis Avenue.  

B.	UNIVERSITY	TO	KENWOOD

Between	University	Avenue	and	Kenwood	Avenue,	55th	Street	

can be characterized as an interstitial zone that transitions from a 

largely	University	of	Chicago	driven	identity	to	the	west	and	a	Hyde	

Park neighborhood identity to the east.  There are a number of 

institutional	uses	along	this	stretch	including	a	fire	station	just	east	

of	University	Avenue,	Augustana	Lutheran	Church,	and	St.	Thomas	

the Apostle Parish Church and School.  The commercial building 

A boulevard with a central asphalt multiuse path and allée of 

mature honey locusts is located on the north side of 55th Street 

between	Drexel	Avenue	and	University	Avenue.		The	path	is	raised	

approximately	3-4’	above	grade	for	most	of	its	length	affording	

clear sight lines.  There are large planters in small plazas where 

perpendicular north-south streets terminate at the boulevard. The 

planters interrupt the line of sight and create barriers for pedestrians 

and cyclists.  Some residents expressed their concern over safety in 

these plazas as the taller plantings can obstruct sight lines.  While 

the current planter configurations do not provide much usable space, 

these nodes along the boulevard could potentially serve as public 

spaces with seating areas, gathering spaces, and/or programming 

and placemaking elements.  There is an excellent opportunity, along 

the boulevard, to create a pleasant, tree-lined secondary pedestrian 

route through the neighborhood, especially given the narrow 

sidewalks along 55th Street proper.

at the northwest corner of Woodlawn Avenue is a popular hub for 

University	students,	faculty	and	the	community	at	large.		It	features	

a	restaurant,	tavern,	and	coffee	shop.		Nichols	Park	and	street	

crossings at every block help to improve community connectivity 

through this zone.

East	of	University	Avenue	the	perceived	width	of	the	corridor	is	

reduced with the termination of the boulevard and frontage road to 

the north.  Residents stated that the intersection at 55th Street and 

University	Avenue	is	dangerous	for	pedestrians	and	that	it	would	

benefit from traffic calming measures.  The roadway width reduces 

from	80	feet	to	63	feet	and	continues	east	to	Kimbark	Avenue	where	

a solid concrete median is introduced.  As the roadway narrows so 

Cottage Grove to UniversityOverall 55th Street Corridor & Zones
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University to Kenwood

NICHOLS	PARK

Nichols	Park	lies	on	the	north	side	of	55th	Street	between	Kimbark	

Avenue	and	Kenwood	Avenue.		The	10.39	acre	park	connects	

to the commercial corridor along 53rd Street.  In addition to its 

neighborhood	connections,	such	as	the	Murray	Language	Academy,	

St. Thomas the Apostle Church, the shops on 53rd Street, and 

recreational	amenities,	Nichols	Park	is	also	home	to	a	field	house	and	

the	Hyde	Park	Neighborhood	Club	that	provides	youth	programming	

along with other community events.  The intersection of 55th Street 

and Kenwood Avenue is a high traffic crossing point for many 

parents	and	young	children.		This	crossing	is	a	major	safety	concern	

as it is unsignalized and cars often travel through this section at high 

speed. 

Both	Kimbark	and	Kenwood	Avenue	serve	as	primary	connection	

and crossing locations for area residents travelling to William Ray 

Elementary	and	Bixler	Park	at	56th	Street.		Residents	indicated	a	

significant turning volume of vehicles during peak hours as children 

are	dropped	off	and	picked	up	from	Phillip	Murray.		Crossing	guards	

are stationed at Kimbark, but not at Kenwood and these crossings 

remain extremely dangerous.  

The	main	entry	to	Nichols	Park	lies	mid-block	and	park	users	have	

worn	“desire	lines”	into	the	park	from	along	Kimbark	Avenue.		There	

are also restricted sightlines due to the curves in the street near the 

University	Park	development	to	the	east.		Residents	would	like	to	

establish a stronger visual link between 55th Street and the park to 

acknowledge its significant benefit to the neighborhood.

C. KENWOOD TO LAKE PARK

The	University	Park	Condominiums,	which	split	55th	Street	into	one	

way	streets	between	Ridgewood	Court	and	Harper	Avenue,	dominate	

this stretch of the corridor.  The complex disrupts the city grid for 

four blocks and is a barrier within this character zone, especially 

for	pedestrians.		Since	the	late	1970’s,	public	access	has	not	been	

allowed through the complex and the roundabout like nature of 

55th	Street	with	limited	crossing	points,	creates	major	impediments	

to pedestrians.  Trying to re-establish and improve some of these 

pedestrian connections may prove a challenging but worthy aim. 

There	are	also	major	safety	concerns	at	the	curves	at	the	east	

and west ends of the development.  Cars tend to speed out of 

the one-way portions of 55th Street and have limited sight lines. 

Exacerbating the issue, pedestrians tend to cross at unmarked 

locations	through	the	medians	at	these	curves,	especially	at	Harper	

Avenue, an unsafe crossing point given the high vehicular speeds 

and limited visibility.  Desire lines worn by passing pedestrians are 

noticeable	in	the	adjacent	triangular	green	spaces	in	the	medians.

does	the	scale	of	the	adjacent	buildings	that	line	the	road.		These	

buildings also come closer to the property line and street making the 

sidewalk slightly narrower and changing the pedestrian experience. 

Many	sections	of	sidewalks	in	this	zone	are	in	need	of	repair	and	do	

not comply with ADA standards. 

There is some tree canopy along this stretch but much of the 

landscape sits within the bordering, private grounds of the Saint 

Augustana	Lutheran	Church	&	Campus	Center	and	the	Saint	Thomas	

the Apostle Catholic Church. 

Character of Corridor (continued)

Existing Conditions Analysis   2
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On the north and south sides of the corridor stand continuous rows of 

two	story	townhomes	designed	by	Chicago	architect	Harry	Weese.		The	

townhomes	further	enclose	the	space;	however,	their	smaller	scale	and	

the mature street trees that line street, help to mitigate the massive scale 

of	the	University	Park	Condominiums.	As	55th	Street	transitions	back	to	

a two-way street, the apartment complex area opens up to triangular 

green spaces in each of the four quadrants.  These open spaces offer 

opportunities for enhanced landscaping and/or pedestrian amenities.  

However,	the	triangular	spaces	are	not	currently	within	City	right	of	way,	

posing a constraint to development.

A	commercial	strip	characterizes	the	corridor	east	of	Harper	Avenue.	

On the north side of 55th Street and west of Lake Park Avenue lies the 

Hyde	Park	Shopping	Center,	a	pedestrian	mall	with	assorted	shops	and	

restaurants.	A	Treasure	Island	grocery	store	and	Walgreens	are	adjacent	

to that development. This commercial strip is an important social and 

economic	component	to	the	area.		The	Hyde	Park	Courtyard	Shops	are	

popular with area residents and the area is often programmed for social 

and economic events, such as farmers markets, live music, and book fairs.    

The	historically	significant	Deco	Arts	Building	with	assorted	shops	and	

restaurants lies on the south side of 55th Street facing the development.

METRA	TRACKS	&	VIADUCT

East	of	Lake	Park	Avenue,	55th	Street	passes	under	the	Metra	tracks.	The	

south side of this underpass also holds the northernmost entrance to the 

55th-56th-57th	Street	Metra	station,	the	community’s	commuter	rail	link	

to	downtown.	The	viaduct	serves	as	a	major	dividing	line	between	the	

eastern and western portions of the corridor due to its size and limited 

number of crossing points. Efforts have been made to make the viaduct 

more pedestrian friendly with lighting upgrades and a community driven 

art	installation	along	the	south	side	of	55th	Street.		However,	the	general	

sentiment heard from the community through the public process is that the 

viaduct could use more upgrades to increase perceptions of pedestrian 

safety.  This may be due in part to poor maintenance of light fixtures 
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Lake Park to Lake Shore Drive

street at the east end of the corridor at South Shore Drive, some of 

the oldest remaining in the neighborhood.

The	architecture	along	55th	Street	east	of	the	Metra	viaduct	has	

a more pedestrian scale. Vintage apartment and commercial 

buildings of various heights line the street with only some modernist 

interventions.	Heights	range	from	one	story	to	twelve	stories	with	

such	significant	buildings	as	the	Mayfair	Apartments	at	Hyde	

Park	Boulevard,	and	the	Parkshore	and	Jackson	Shore	apartment	

buildings at South Shore Drive. These buildings frame an architectural 

gateway both into the street and the neighborhood.  The relative 

narrow width of the street and the ornate materials and detailing at 

the base of the buildings help create a better pedestrian experience. 

Parking on both sides of the street buffers pedestrians from traffic 

and the shared bike lanes. Trees in sidewalk grates also help to 

soften the urban setting. 

under the viaduct.  Residents also suggested extending the buffered 

bike lane under the viaduct, adding safer pedestrian crossings, and 

installing more lighting under the viaduct.

D. LAKE PARK TO LAKE SHORE DRIVE

The character of the 55th Street corridor transitions distinctively east 

of	Lake	Park	Avenue	and	the	Metra	viaduct.	The	right	of	way	and	

roadway narrows and are lined with a consistent and continuous 

building frontage. This area is characterized by a commercial strip 

with restaurants and local businesses and the surrounding residential 

areas. The residential neighborhood is home to many historic 

apartment and condo buildings which are distinctively denser than 

the rest of the corridor. Large historic residential complexes frame the 

East of South Shore Drive, the corridor opens up to Lake Shore 

Park to the north and a large surface parking lot to the south. The 

eastern terminus of 55th Street is an important pedestrian and 

bicycle connection to Promontory Point and the lakefront trail via a 

tunnel beneath Lake Shore Drive. This point of connection is currently 

ill defined and poorly demarcated and requires navigating the 

oversized and staggered intersection at South Shore Drive. 

East of South Shore Drive, 55th Street ends in a cul-de-sac near the 

Lakefront Trail.  The south side of 55th Street provides two entrances 

to the surface parking lot, while the north side of 55th Street is lined 

with diagonal parking.  The diagonal parking is difficult to navigate 

given the direction of the angled parking spaces and conflicts with 

two-way vehicle traffic.  The cul-de-sac area is also considered a 

conflict point.  A defined crossing for Lakefront Trail users is not 

apparent and vehicles use the pavement space to turn around.

Character of Corridor (continued)

Existing Conditions Analysis   2
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive
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ARCHITECTURAL	INFLUENCES

The	Metra	viaduct	is	a	definitive	dividing	line	in	the	general	

architectural character of the overall corridor. East of the viaduct, 

55th	Street	and	its	adjacent	neighborhood	are	representative	of	the	

corridor’s	character	prior	to	the	massive	urban	renewal	projects	that	

came	in	the	late	1950’s.	At	that	time,	these	projects	levelled	most	

of the existing buildings directly west of the viaduct and, as such, 

drastically changed the area west of the tracks.

COTTAGE	GROVE	TO	THE	VIADUCT

East	of	Cottage	Grove	Avenue,	the	University	edge	presents	a	largely	

unbroken wall to 55th Street and the neighborhood to the north. This 

is comprised of a large parking garage between Ellis Avenue and 

Greenwood Avenue, the Gerald Ratner Athletics Center, and nearly 3 

blocks of fencing lining Stagg Field. 

The inner drive of the boulevard, or frontage road, along the north 

side of 55th Street is lined with a mix of two story rowhouses and 

2-3	story	vintage	apartment	buildings	contemporaneous	with	Weese’s	

row	houses	further	east.	The	sides	of	adjacent,	larger	apartment	

buildings orient towards the side streets intersecting the boulevard 

and are remnants of the neighborhood prior to the development of 

the	urban	renewal	projects	of	the	mid-century.

Between	Cottage	Grove	and	University	Avenue,	the	character	of	the	

corridor	is	largely	defined	by	the	northern	extent	of	the	University	

of	Chicago’s	main	campus.	The	university	architecture	between	

Cottage	Grove	Avenue	and	University	Avenue	is	contemporary	and	

institutional. The new north dormitory at 55th Street, designed by 

Studio Gang Architects of Chicago, extends from Greenwood Avenue 

to	University	Avenue.	It	is	an	important	development	designed	

as both an entry point into the campus and a gateway to the 

community.	This	development	reorients	a	major	campus	entry	to	the	

Character of Corridor (continued)
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Promontory Mies ApartmentsJackson Shore ApartmentsPark Shore Apartments

Mayfair ApartmentsArt Deco at CornellThree Story Walk-Ups

on a strip of 1 story commercial buildings. Several buildings also 

exhibit	Italianate	facades	including	the	12	story	Mayfair	Apartments	

building	at	the	corner	of	55th	Street	and	Hyde	Park	Boulevard.	

South Shore Drive is lined with high rise residential buildings built 

primarily in the decades surrounding the turn of the 20th century at 

the time of a development boom in the neighborhood. Interspersed 

between these are other contemporary high rises in the international 

style,	including	the	Promontory	Mies	apartments	designed	by	Mies	

Van	Der	Rohe	in	the	1940’s.

up apartment buildings built within the first couple decades of the 

20th century with mid-century infill of a similar scale interspersed. 

In this stretch along 55th Street, the architecture is characterized by 

a continuous frontage with buildings typically three stories in height 

and of mixed architectural character. With a few exceptions these 

buildings are consistent with the overall architectural character of the 

surrounding neighborhood and they appear well maintained.

At the south intersection of 55th Street and Cornell Avenue, there are 

two buildings with distinctly Art Deco facades. The Deco aesthetic is 

seen again on the north side of 55th Street, east of Everett Avenue, 

55th	Street	and	University	Avenue	intersection	and	will	draw	many	

U	of	C	students	into	closer	contact	with	the	adjacent	community.	

The contemporary design is consistent with other recent campus 

projects	such	as	the	Logan	Center	for	the	Arts	and	the	Mansueto	

Library.	It	also	recalls	similar	details	from	I.M.	Pei’s	University	Park	

Condominiums. 

Institutional architecture also plays a large part in the character of 

the corridor. At 55th Street and Kimbark Avenue, St. Thomas the 

Apostle Church is a large complex which includes a place of worship, 

and	a	Pre-K	through	8th	grade	school.	The	building	combines	gothic	

and terra cotta detail elements with prairie school influences and a 

simple brick facade.

Between	Kimbark	Avenue	and	the	Metra	viaduct,	the	architectural	

character of the corridor is primarily dominated by the architecture 

of	the	urban	renewal	projects	and	the	adjacent	institutions.	The	

most	notable	of	the	mid-century	urban	renewal	projects	is	the	

aforementioned	University	Park	Condominiums	-	both	in	terms	of	

impact to its urban surroundings and in its overall influence of the 

international style in architecture. The pair of ten story buildings span 

two	and	a	half	blocks,	were	designed	by	I.M.	Pei	and	completed	in	

1961.	The	complex	is	now	on	the	U.S.	National	Register	of	Historic	

Places. 

Flanking	the	University	Park	Condominiums	are	townhomes	designed	

contemporaneously	by	renowned	Chicago	architect	Harry	Weese.	

These row houses have short setbacks from the street. 1-2 story 

residential row houses are typical of the residential development 

along 55th Street in the western portion of the corridor.

EAST	OF	THE	VIADUCT

The neighborhood east of the viaduct is typified by 3-4 story walk-
22
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Single Family residential land use near 55th and Harper Avenue

The 55th Street corridor is composed of primarily of institutional and 

residential	land	uses	with	the	University	of	Chicago	campus	areas	on	

both sides of the street and both single and multi-family residential 

buildings.  Commercial developments exist sporadically throughout the 

corridor and both the east and west termini are part of the City park/

open land systems.

Cottage	Grove	Avenue	to	University	Avenue	is	composed	primarily	

of	institutional	land	uses	with	portions	of	the	University	of	Chicago	

campus on the south side of 55th Street.  Washington Park, which lies 

at	the	west	terminus	of	the	project	corridor,	and	the	boulevard	area	on	

the north side of 55th Street are considered open space.  Residential 

land use is located north of the boulevard area along 55th Street and 

is mostly multi-family residential buildings.

The	section	of	55th	Street	between	University	Avenue	and	Kenwood	

Avenue	is	a	more	diverse	segment	of	land	use	through	the	project	

corridor.  The north side is composed of institutional, commercial 

and open space uses.  A surface parking lot  for Saint Thomas the 

Apostle Church exists on the northeast corner of the intersection with 

Woodlawn Avenue.  The south side is composed primarily of multi-

family	residential	buildings.		The	new	University	campus	housing	

structure	is	under	construction	at	the	southeast	corner	of	University	

Avenue.  

The section from Kenwood Avenue to Lake Park Avenue is composed 

primarily of residential and commercial land uses.  In the center of 

this	section	lies	the	University	Park	Condominium	complex	where	55th	

Street splits into two one-way streets.  Commercial development in this 

segment is concentrated near the intersection with Lake Park Avenue.

The section from Lake Park Avenue to South Shore Drive is primarily 

composed	of	multi-family	residential	units.		Mixed	land	uses	in	

this segment are concentrated near the intersection with Lake Park 

Avenue.		The	east	terminus	of	the	project	corridor	at	South	Shore	Drive	

connects 55th Street to the lakefront through park/open space at 

Promontory Point.

Land Use

Existing Conditions Analysis   2
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive
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Existing	Section	-	Cottage	Grove	to	University

Existing	Section	-	Frontage	Road,	Drexel	to	University

55th Street (5500 S) is an east-west urban collector in the City of 

Chicago,	extending	from	South	Shore	Drive	(1900	E)	on	the	east	

to	Cottage	Grove	Avenue	(800	E)	on	the	west.		West	of	Cottage	

Grove	Avenue,	55th	Street	transitions	into	E.	Garfield	Boulevard	

and connects the east and west sides of Washington Park via Payne 

Drive,	Rainey	Drive,	and	Morgan	Drive.		The	common	name	of	55th	

Street does not reemerge until west of Wester Avenue (2400 W).

The following pages describe the typical roadway cross-section 

in	each	of	the	four	defined	segments	along	the	55th	Street	project	

corridor.  In general, 55th Street between Cottage Grove Avenue and 

South Shore Drive is a two-lane roadway, with one through lane in 

each direction, left and/or right turn lanes where needed, a parking 

lane on each side of the street, and a protected and/or shared bike 

lane	for	the	length	of	the	project.		Details	for	the	existing	55th	Street	

roadway cross sections are as follows:

COTTAGE	GROVE	TO	UNIVERSITY

The	western	terminus	of	the	project	is	at	Cottage	Grove	Avenue	

where 55th Street connects to Washington Park.  The existing 

right-of-way	is	80	feet	wide	and	the	pavement	width	is	66	feet	

wide exclusive of the boulevard area to the north.  Considering the 

boulevard on the north side, the right-of-way increases by 120 feet 

and	provides	the	illusion	of	an	expansive	typical	section.		Between	

Cottage	Grove	Avenue	and	University	Avenue,	55th	Street	consists	

of one 11 foot travel lane in each direction and a 6 foot protected 

bike lane on each side of the street.  The bike lane is separated 

from	the	travel	lanes	by	a	3	foot	buffer	and	an	8	foot	parking	

lane.  The travel lanes are separated by a 10 foot wide striped 

median that is eliminated at intersections to accommodate left turn 

lanes as appropriate.  Parking is eliminated at the intersections to 

accommodate right turn lanes and/or bus stop locations.

There are no intersections with 55th Street between Cottage Grove 

Avenue and Ellis Avenue, making this 1,300 foot length a desirable 

location	for	a	“road	diet”.		Existing	sidewalk	widths	vary	from	6.5	

to	7	feet	and	reducing	the	roadway	pavement	will	allow	for	wider	

sidewalk and parkway areas, including the addition of street trees.  

The intersections of 55th Street with Cottage Grove Avenue and Ellis 

Avenue are signal controlled.  There are existing bus stops at Cottage 

Grove	Avenue,	Drexel	Avenue,	Ellis	Avenue,	and	University	Avenue.		

The	southwest	quadrant	of	the	55th	Street	and	University	Avenue	

intersection is home to the new student housing building as part of 

the	University	of	Chicago	campus.

Existing Conditions Analysis   2

Existing Corridor Sections
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Existing	Section	-	University	to	Kenwood

UNIVERSITY	TO	KENWOOD

The	University	Avenue	to	Kenwood	Avenue	segment	is	the	shortest	

at 3 blocks.  Similar to the first segment, the existing right-of-way 

width	is	80	feet	and	the	pavement	width	is	66	feet.		The	boulevard	

terminates	on	the	west	side	of	University	Avenue,	thereby	creating	

the illusion of a narrower cross section to the east.  Through this 

segment, 55th Street consists of one 11 foot travel lane in each 

direction and a 6 foot protected bike lane on each side of the street.  

The bike lane is separated from the travel lanes by a 3 foot buffer 

and	an	8	foot	parking	lane.		The	travel	lanes	are	separated	by	a	

10 foot wide striped median that is eliminated at intersections to 

accommodate left turn lanes as appropriate.  Parking is eliminated 

at the intersections to accommodate right turn lanes and/or bus stop 

locations.  The right of way and pavement width narrow along the 

south	side	of	the	street	beginning	just	west	of	Kimbark	Avenue.

This segment of 55th Street includes a signalized intersection with 

Woodlawn Avenue, and an uncontrolled intersection with Kimbark 

Avenue.  The right of way width between Kimbark Avenue and 

Kenwood	Avenue	is	73	feet,	with	a	pavement	width	of	58	feet	from	

face	to	face	of	curb.		The	narrow	section	results	in	a	7	foot	wide	

striped median, and 100 foot long concrete medians exist both east 

and west of Kimbark Avenue.  The concrete median begins again 

at Kimbark Avenue and separates traffic as 55th Street approaches 

the	third	segment	at	the	University	Park	Condominiums.		There	are	

existing bus stops at Woodlawn Avenue, Kimbark Avenue, and 

Kenwood Avenue.  The north side of 55th Street between Kimbark 

Avenue	and	Kenwood	Avenue	includes	an	entrance	into	Nichols	Park.
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Existing	Section	-	Dorchester	to	Blackstone

KENWOOD	TO	LAKE	PARK

The segment between Kenwood Avenue and Lake Park Avenue 

is unique to the corridor.  East of Kenwood Avenue, 55th Street 

splits	into	one-way	directional	streets	around	the	University	Park	

Condominium complex.  The eastbound and westbound streets merge 

again on the east side of the complex as 55th Street approaches the 

Metra	viaduct	located	just	east	of	Lake	Park	Avenue.		

As 55th Street goes around the complex, the right-of-way and 

pavement widths are narrow in comparison to the standard street 

section.  Around the complex, 55th Street includes one 11 foot wide 

travel	lane,	an	8	foot	parking	lane	on	each	side	of	the	street,	and	an	

11 foot wide bike and buffer zone between the travel and parking 

lanes.  There is high turnover in the parking through this segment, 

as well as complaints of speeding concerns.  The eastbound and 

westbound streets are also connected by a 16 foot wide slip ramp 

which creates additional merging conflict points.

The	intersection	of	eastbound	55th	Street	and	Blackstone	Avenue	

is stop controlled, as is the intersection of westbound 55th Street 

and Dorchester Avenue.  There are existing bus stops at Dorchester 

Avenue,	Blackstone	Avenue,	and	Lake	Park	Avenue.		The	intersection	

of 55th Street and Lake Park Avenue is signalized.  As 55th Street 

traverses	under	the	Metra	viaduct,	the	existing	bike	lane	transitions	

from a protected lane to a shared use lane.  The northern entrance to 

the	55th-56th-57th	Street	Metra	station	is	located	at	55th	Street	and	

Lake	Park	Avenue,	making	this	a	critical	intersection	for	the	project	

corridor.

Existing Conditions Analysis   2

Existing Corridor Sections (continued)
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Existing Section - Lake Park to South Shore

LAKE	PARK	TO	SOUTH	SHORE

The easternmost segment of 55th Street lies between Lake Park 

Avenue and South Shore Drive.  Through this segment, the right-of-

way is 66 feet wide and the pavement width is 42 feet wide.  This 

narrow roadway section prohibits the installation of a protected 

bike	lane;	therefore,	shared	bike	lane	markings	are	used	to	guide	

connection of cyclists to the Lakefront Trail.  Through this segment, 

55th Street consists of one 14 foot wide shared travel lane in 

each	direction	and	a	7	foot	wide	parking	lane	on	each	side	of	the	

street.  Separation between travel lanes through this segment is 

accomplished with pavement markings in the form of double solid 

yellow lines.  Sidewalk widths are wider through this section at 

approximately 12 feet from face of curb to right-of-way.

This segment of 55th Street includes a signalized intersection with 

Hyde	Park	Boulevard,	and	stop	controlled	intersections	with	Cornell	

Avenue, Everett Avenue, and South Shore Drive.  

Only	the	Hyde	Park	Boulevard	intersection	includes	bus	stop	locations	

in this segment.  Although 55th Street does not intersect with Lake 

Shore Drive, it extends east of South Shore Drive to a cul-de-sac 

within the park area.  Connections to the Lakefront Trail are made 

at this point and the South Shore Drive intersection is considered a 

gateway	of	sorts	to	the	Hyde	Park	Community.
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Sidewalk under the Metra viaduct Crosswalk at 55th Street and Lake Park Avenue

Sidewalk between Cottage Grove and Ellis on north side of 55th Detectable warning tiles at 55th Street and Cottage Grove Avenue

The condition of the existing infrastructure along 55th Street is 

split up into three main categories: roadway elements, streetscape 

elements, and landscape elements.  The combination of these 

elements makes up the physical characteristics of the corridor.  A 

description of their condition and functionality along 55th Street is 

included in the following sections.

ROADWAY	ELEMENTS

The roadway characteristics are mainly comprised of hardscape 

elements.  In addition to the cross section of the street, the roadway 

elements also focus on sidewalk, crosswalks, ADA ramps, bike lanes, 

traffic signals and traffic control signage.  Street lights are discussed 

in this section but are also considered part of the streetscape 

elements.

PAVEMENT	CONDITION	AND	ACCESS

The roadway pavement is in generally fair condition and exhibits 

numerous cracks on the asphalt surface.  Pavement areas along the 

curb line have deteriorated and settled, causing ponding of storm 

water runoff.  A geotechnical investigation was not performed as 

part of this study and should be considered prior to implementation 

of design elements proposed in this Plan.  There are 4 driveway 

entrances	and	8	alley	openings	onto	55th	Street,	all	of	which	are	not	

compliant in terms of current ADA standards and cross slopes.

BIKE	LANES

Bike	facilities	exist	along	both	the	north	and	south	sides	of	55th	

Street	for	the	length	of	the	project	between	Cottage	Grove	Avenue	

and	South	Shore	Drive.		This	is	due	in	large	part	to	a	“road	diet”	

that	was	constructed	in	2012.		Between	Cottage	Grove	Avenue	and	

Kenwood Avenue, a 6 foot wide protected bike lane is separated 

from	the	vehicle	travel	lane	by	an	8	foot	wide	parking	lane	and	

3 foot wide buffer zone.  East of Kenwood Avenue, the bike lane 

the	south	side	of	the	street	is	approximately	7	feet	wide	between	

the right-of-way / building line and the face of curb.  On the 

north	side	the	sidewalk	is	approximately	7	feet	wide	between	the	

boulevard area and the face of curb.  Crosswalks in all directions 

exist at both Cottage Grove Avenue and Ellis Avenue.  From Ellis 

Avenue	to	University	Avenue,	the	sidewalk	on	the	north	side	remains	

approximately	7	feet	in	width	along	the	boulevard;	however,	the	

south side widens to approximately 10 feet in width while utilizing 

a portion outside of the existing right-of-way.  A mid-block crossing 

exists at Greenwood Avenue.

Between	University	Avenue	and	Kimbark	Avenue,	the	sidewalk	

on	both	sides	of	the	street	is	approximately	6	to	7	feet	wide.		

is separated from the vehicle travel by a 3 foot wide buffer zone 

while the parking lane remains at the curb line.  This configuration 

continues	to	the	Metra	viaduct,	where	the	protected	bike	lane	

transitions to an on-street shared use lane to South Shore Drive.

SIDEWALKS,	CROSSWALKS	AND	ADA	RAMPS

Concrete sidewalks line the length of the 1.4 mile corridor along 

55th	Street	and	vary	in	width	from	6	to	12	feet	wide.		The	majority	

of the sidewalk is in fair condition and exhibits some settling behind 

the back of curb, resulting in uneven walking surfaces and safety 

concerns.

Between	Cottage	Grove	Avenue	and	Ellis	Avenue,	the	sidewalk	on	

Infrastructure Conditions
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Street trees in open pits east of Hyde Park BoulevardCrosswalk at 55th Street and Harper Avenue

Traffic signal at 55th Street & Ellis Avenue In-ground planters with street trees just west of viaduct Street trees in grates from Everett Avenue to South Shore Drive 

Divvy Station at South Shore Drive

Crosswalks in all directions exist at each intersection in this segment: 

Woodlawn Avenue, Kenwood Avenue, and Kimbark Avenue.  East 

of Kenwood Avenue, 55th Street splits into two one-way roadways 

before merging again west of Lake Park Avenue.  The existing 

sidewalk measures approximately 10 to 11 feet wide and crossings 

are	located	at	Dorchester	Avenue,	Blackstone	Avenue,	Harper	

Avenue, and Lake Park Avenue.  East of Lake Park Avenue the 

existing	sidewalk	narrows	slightly	as	it	passes	under	the	Metra	

viaduct and then widens to approximately 12 feet on both sides of 

55th Street to South Shore Drive.  Crosswalks exist at Cornell Avenue, 

Hyde	Park	Boulevard,	Everett	Avenue,	and	South	Shore	Drive.

In many locations, the existing sidewalk cross slope is over 2% and 

as	such	is	considered	substandard	for	ADA	compatibility.		Most	

curb ramps at the intersections provide some degree of universal 

accessibility.  Installation of standard detectable warning tiles, 

currently cast iron, and improved grading will likely be necessary 

to be completely ADA compliant.  The existing ADA ramps from east 

of	the	Metra	viaduct	to	Hyde	Park	Boulevard	appear	to	have	been	

recently constructed and in good condition.  All ramps regardless 

of observed condition will require an analysis against current ADA 

standards prior to implementation of this Plan.

TRAFFIC	SIGNALS	AND	TRAFFIC	CONTROL	SIGNAGE

There are five signalized intersections along the length of the 55th 

Street	project:	Cottage	Grove	Avenue,	Ellis	Avenue,	Woodlawn	

Avenue,	Lake	Park	Avenue,	and	Hyde	Park	Boulevard.		Signal	

equipment consists of side post and mast arm mounted signals.  In 

many locations, the painted finish is deteriorated.  Combination 

traffic signal and light pole assemblies are used in most locations, 

thereby decluttering the appearance of excessive hardscape elements 

at the intersections.  There are pedestrian signals at each signalized 

intersection.  The signals provide the graphic symbols for walk 

(walking	person)	and	don’t	walk	(hand)	with	incandescent	lamps,	to	

acknowledge pedestrian movement.  The intersections with Cottage 

Grove	Avenue,	Lake	Park	Avenue,	and	Hyde	Park	Boulevard	include	

countdown pedestrian signal heads providing an additional measure 

of safety for users crossing 55th Street.  A flashing yellow warning 

signal is mounted on a street light pole on the south side of the 

street as eastbound 55th Street approaches the curves around the 

Infrastructure Conditions (cont.)
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Chicago Gateway light poles west of Hyde Park BoulvardStreet furnishings at the parking structure west of Greenwood Avenue

Bus stop in front of the parking garage Light pole and site furnishings along the inner drive and boulevard Bike lane near intersection of 55th Street and University Avenue

Traffic signal at 55th Street & Ellis Avenue

University	Park	Condominium	complex.

Traffic control signage along 55th Street includes street name signs 

and regulatory signs such as speed limit signs, stop signs, no parking 

signs, way finding signs, etc.  Stop controlled intersections along 55th 

Street include Dorchester Avenue north of the condominium complex 

for	westbound	traffic,	Blackstone	Avenue	south	of	the	complex	for	

eastbound traffic, the left turn slip lanes at each end of the complex, 

and in both directions at Cornell Avenue, Everett Avenue and South 

Shore Drive.

STREET	LIGHTS

Street lights are located on both the north and south sides of the 

street, and extend along the entire length of the 55th Street corridor.  

The existing lighting palette consists mainly of Chicago Department of 

Transportation’s	Department	of	Electrical	Operations	(DEO)	standard	

green or black painted poles with luminaries extending on a mast 

arm over the roadway.  Chicago Gateway ornamental poles exist 

along	a	3	block	stretch	of	55th	Street	east	of	the	Metra	viaduct	to	

Hyde	Park	Boulevard.		East	of	Hyde	Park	Boulevard	the	standard	

City poles return on the south side of the street only to South Shore 

Drive.  Though much of the corridor receives electric service from 

underground conduit, there are sections of aerial or overhead wiring 

extending in between light poles, in particular near alley ways and 

side streets where electrical services are drawn.

STREETSCAPE	ELEMENTS

Streetscape elements can be categorized as amenities for 

pedestrians, transit riders, bicyclists, and some minor amenities for 

motorists.  Examples of streetscape elements include street furniture, 

which	is	used	in	standard	streetscape	projects	to	enhance	the	

pedestrian experience.

STREET	FURNITURE

Street furniture provides amenities that support and enhance 

pedestrian activity.  Street furniture located within the Plan limits 

includes trash receptacles, bicycle racks, and benches.  Privately 

owned street furniture, such as boxes for vending newspapers, is 

allowed by permit and can also be found within the Plan limits.
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A wooden bench at a CTA bus stop location

A wooden bench east of South Shore Drive

A concrete median with a grassy area on 55th Street

TRASH	RECEPTACLES

Trash receptacles are found at various locations throughout the Plan 

limits, in particular near bus stop locations and the boulevard node 

areas.  Receptacles generally consist of the standard black powder 

coated design approved by the City.  When supplemental receptacles 

are added that are not of the same style a lack of continuity is 

created.  

BICYCLE	RACKS

Bike	racks	are	located	in	select	locations	along	the	corridor	length,	

with	a	cluster	on	the	north	side	of	55th	Street	west	of	the	Metra	

viaduct.  A Divvy station is situated at South Shore Drive where 55th 

Street connects to Promontory Point Park and the Lakefront Trail.  

Other Divvy station locations are on Ellis Avenue south of 55th Street 

and on Woodlawn Avenue north of 55th Street.  

BENCHES

Benches	found	along	the	55th	Street	Plan	length	include	those	

integral to the shelters provided at bus stops, wooden benches 

associated with other CTA bus stop locations, and the City standard 

black powder coated bench located sporadically throughout the Plan 

area.

BUS	STOP	SHELTERS

Decorative shelters are 3 sided structures that offer transit users 

protection from wind and precipitation.  These shelters are 

used throughout the City and typically include a built-in bench.  

Information and advertisements can be posted on panels located 

either	on	the	end	or	back	of	the	shelter.		Under	contract	to	the	City,	

JC Decaux provides maintenance for these shelters and manages the 

panel postings.  There are eleven intersections with bus stops on 55th 

Street and there are three locations of decorative bus shelters:  on 

Cottage	Grove	Avenue	at	the	NW	corner	of	the	intersection,	on	55th	

Street	at	the	NE	corner	of	Ellis	Avenue,	and	on	55th	Street	at	the	NW	

corner	of	Hyde	Park	Boulevard.

COMMUNITY	IDENTIFICATION

As	a	part	of	standard	streetscape	projects	in	the	City,	community	

identification comes in several forms such as light pole banners, 

vertical or other monuments, and/or concrete medallions precast into 

the sidewalk.  Static light pole banners are becoming increasingly 

popular as a means of identifying the unique character of the 

community through which a user travels.  For the most part, the 55th 

Street corridor is void of specific community identification elements.

LANDSCAPE	ELEMENTS

Plant material adds color and vibrancy to a streetscape as well as 

enhances sustainability by providing shade from the tree canopy and 

reducing the effect of urban heat.

STREET	TREES	&	PARKWAY	PLANTINGS

Street trees are installed sporadically along both sides of 55th Street 

within the Plan area.  There are portions of 55th Street that have 

larger more established trees in grassy areas behind the existing 

right-of-way line.  Installation of new street trees in these areas may 

be limited due to conflicts with tree and canopy size.  

East	of	the	Metra	viaduct	to	Everett	Avenue,	55th	Street	is	lined	with	

street trees in either tree grates or open pits.  There are trees in 

grates on the north side of 55th Street between Everett Avenue and 

South Shore Drive.  The size, species, and condition of existing street 

trees	will	be	determined	as	the	Master	Plan	moves	forward	to	the	

design stage.

MEDIAN	PLANTINGS

There are no raised landscaped medians along the length of the 

55th	Street	project	corridor.		However,	there	are	a	few	locations	of	

concrete medians that include a grassy area.  At the intersections 

of Kimbark Avenue and Kenwood Avenue, there are barrier curb 

Infrastructure Conditions (cont.)

Existing Conditions Analysis   2
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Existing median

A parking lot buffer in poor condition A parking lot buffer with maintained plantings

Buffered bike lane

Street lights and roadway near Thomas the Apostle Church Traffic signal at 55th Street & Hyde Park Blvd

medians separating the traffic lanes and providing marginal 

pedestrian refuge.  These medians include poorly maintained grassy 

areas.		As	55th	Street	splits	around	the	University	Park	Condominium	

complex, the roadway configuration lends itself to grassy triangular 

areas separating the right turn slip lanes from the oncoming traffic.  

PLANTERS

There are no free standing planters along 55th Street within in the 

Plan	area.		The	north	side	of	55th	Street	between	Harper	Avenue	

and Lake Park Avenue is lined with in-ground planters offset a foot 

from the back of curb.  These planters include trees and low growing 

perennial	plants.		Based	on	field	observations,	it	appears	these	

planters are positioned to assist with grading concerns and many 

openings in between the planters involve a small step before the 

carriage	walk.		Narrow	sidewalks	along	the	length	of	the	project	

discourage the use of larger scale planters.

PRIVATE	LANDSCAPE	IMPROVEMENTS

The City of Chicago Landscape Ordinance requires that all parking lots 

located along the public right-of-way provide landscape enhancements to 

buffer the view of the parking lot from the travelling public.  The surface 

parking lots within the 55th Street corridor do not have the required 

landscape buffer along the parking lot frontage.  These landscape 

buffers	often	provide	an	inviting	edge	to	the	corridor;	however,	regular	

maintenance	is	continually	a	concern.		Maintenance	typically	is	the	

responsibility of the property owner.  Likewise, improvements to the buffer 

of parking lots is typically undertaken at the time of development and 

improvements are the responsibility of the property owner.
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Sidewalk in need of repair

Parking along 55th street is heavily utilized.

Access to retail establishments help make 55th Street a 

critical location for pedestrian connectivity.

Crosswalks are located at every intersection.

The 55th Street corridor is an important connector for all modes of 

transportation, including active means of transport such as walking 

and	biking.		According	to	walkscore.com,	Hyde	Park	is	the	30th	

most	walkable	neighborhood	in	Chicago	with	a	“Walk	Score”	of	84,	

or	“very	walkable”,	indicating	most	errands	can	be	accomplished	

on foot.  This rating is lower (66) near Cottage Grove Avenue but 

is	elevated	(85)	near	Hyde	Park	Boulevard,	likely	due	to	land	use	

and existing amenities within the community.  It is rated moderate 

to	high	for	public	transportation	amenities	with	a	“Transit	Score”	of	

67	or	having	“good	transit”	with	many	nearby	public	transportation	

options	and	a	“Bicycle	Score”	of	95	or	“Biker’s	Paradise”	whereby	

daily errands can be accomplished on a bike.

A critical element to the Plan is to enhance corridor amenities for 

pedestrians and bicyclists, thereby improving safety for all users.  To 

that end, the various modes of transportation were analyzed in terms 

of circulation and safety through the corridor.

VEHICULAR

55th Street functions as an east-west urban collector, connecting the 

Hyde	Park	neighborhood	between	Washington	Park	and	the	Chicago	

lakefront	and	to	major	destinations	such	as	the	University	of	Chicago	

campus.  In 2006, CDOT performed traffic counts at the intersection 

of 55th Street and Kenwood Avenue.  The Average Daily Traffic (ADT) 

along	55th	Street	was	measured	as	approximately	15,700	vehicles	

per day (vpd), with a recorded distribution of 6,500 vpd eastbound 

(41%)	and	9,200	vpd	westbound	(59%).		The	corridor	was	uninviting	

for pedestrians and bicyclists due to the width of the street and the 

lack of safe on-street bicycle accommodations.

At the time the traffic counts were recorded, 55th Street between 

Cottage Grove Avenue and Lake Park Avenue was a five-lane 

roadway with two travel lanes in each direction and a center left turn 

2 Existing Conditions Analysis   

Transportation Circulation and Safety
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lane	at	some	intersections.		With	an	ADT	of	15,700	vpd,	55th	Street	

was well below the capacity of a five-lane roadway and essentially 

was overdesigned.  In 2012, this stretch of 55th Street underwent a 

“Road	Diet”	where	a	traffic	lane	in	each	direction	was	converted	into	

a barrier protected bike lane.

Crash data for 55th Street between Cottage Grove Avenue and 

Lake	Park	Avenue	was	obtained	as	part	of	a	2012	Road	Diet	project	

whereby the number of vehicular travel lanes was reduced from two 

to one lane in each direction.  Crash data for a span of 20 months 

prior and 20 months post implementation of the road diet was 

compared, and the following reductions in crashes were observed: 

vehicle crashes were reduced by 31%, bicycle crashes were reduced 

by 45% (annualized). 

The	2012	road	diet	project	sought	to	balance	the	needs	of	

pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists as well as improve access to the 

University	and	increase	safety	for	all	users.		This	Master	Plan	aims	to	

build and improve upon the success of the road diet.

The	posted	speed	limit	on	55th	Street	is	30	MPH	with	the	exception	

of	the	curves	around	the	University	Park	Condominiums	where	

the	posted	speed	is	reduced	to	20	MPH.		The	operating	speed	has	

been observed as higher and speeding was a key concern by area 

residents	during	the	community	involvement	process.		High	operating	

speeds likely contribute to crashes and hinder a sense of safety with 

corridor users.  

The typical travel lane on 55th Street varies from 11 to 12 feet 

wide.		An	8	foot	wide	parking	lane	extends	along	both	sides	for	

the	majority	of	the	project	length.		Between	Cottage	Grove	and	

Kenwood,	the	parking	lane	is	adjacent	to	the	travel	lane	and	

separated from the bike lane by a 3 foot to 5 foot wide striped 

A stop for the Metra Electric District Line is located on 55th Street

Bike facilities are present on both sides of 55th street The bike lane transitions to a shared lane at the METRA viaduct 

(paragraph to be added on page 24 in the Infrastructure Conditions section) 

BIKE LANES 

Bike facilities exist along both the north and south sides of 55th Street for the length of the project 
between Cottage Grove Avenue and South Shore Drive.  This is due in large part to a “road diet” that 
was constructed in 2012.  Between Cottage Grove Avenue and Kenwood Avenue, a 6 foot wide 
protected bike lane is separated from the vehicle travel lane by an 8 foot wide parking lane and 3 foot 
wide buffer zone.  East of Kenwood Avenue the bike lane is separated from the vehicle travel by a 3 foot 
wide buffer zone while the parking lane remains at the curb line.  This configuration continues to the 
Metra viaduct, where the protected bike lane transitions to an on‐street shared use lane to South Shore 
Drive. 

 

(table to replace the safety stats on page 30) 

 

Safety Comparison, Pre and Post 2012 Road Diet 

Annualized Crashes 

Crash Type  Prior to Road Diet  Post Road Diet  Reduction 

Vehicle  56.2  38.8  ‐31% 

Bicycle  4.2  2.8  ‐33% 

Pedestrian  3.8  2.1  ‐45% 
 

 

(paragraph to be added on page 70 after summary of 2nd public meeting) 

On November 17, 2015 CDOT hosted the third and final public meeting to present the Master Plan for 
the project corridor.  At this meeting, the public offered additional input on specific areas.  These 
comments were taken into consideration as the master plan was finalized for publication.  The project 
was well received by the attendees and has been well received by the public. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety Comparison, Pre and Post 2012 Road Diet
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buffer.		As	55th	Street	splits	around	the	University	Park	Condominium	

complex,	the	parking	lane	is	adjacent	to	the	curb	line	and	remains	

as	such	to	the	east	end	of	the	project.		There	are	no	rush	hour	

restrictions on parking, and parking along the street is heavily 

utilized, primarily during the day time.  Speeding issues have been 

observed at night due in part to a lack of vehicles parked on the 

western	end	of	the	project	limit.		

There are 16 side streets that intersect with 55th Street, five of which 

are	signalized	(Cottage	Grove,	Ellis,	Woodlawn,	Lake	Park	and	Hyde	

Park)	and	six	of	which	are	stop	controlled	(Dorchester	WB,	Blackstone	

EB,	Cornell,	Everett,	South	Shore	N,	South	Shore	S).		Dedicated	left	

and/or right turn lanes exist at intersections where appropriate 

based on travel patterns, traffic volumes, and as feasible within 

the existing right-of-way.  Dedicated turn lanes withdraw queuing 

vehicles from the through lanes, thereby minimizing traffic mobility 

conflicts and increasing safety.  Several right turn lanes through the 

corridor also serve as mixing zones with buses and bicycle traffic.  

These locations are considered points of conflict between multiple 

modes of travel.  Analysis of existing right turn locations is included 

in a technical memorandum as part of the Appendix to this Plan.

PEDESTRIAN

The	proximity	of	this	project	to	the	University	of	Chicago,	as	well	as	

access to public transportation, schools, parks, retail establishments 

and residential blocks, make this a critical location for pedestrian 

connectivity and crossing safety.  Pedestrian activity along 55th 

Street is generated by residents and commuters walking to the 

CTA	bus	stops	and	Metra	Station,	patronizing	businesses	lining	

the corridor, and recreational walking.  A significant amount of 

pedestrian activity occurs as students and faculty travel along 55th 

Street	and	cross	at	primary	intersections	near	the	University	Campus.

Sidewalks and crosswalks are located at every intersection and 

allow full access for pedestrians in all directions.  Sidewalks also 

extend from 55th Street outward through the community along the 

side	streets	and	connect	users	to	a	variety	of	destinations	adjacent	

modes of travel.  Analysis of existing right turn locations is included in a technical memorandum 
as part of the Appendix to this Plan. 

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING TABLE IN THE PLAN, AS WELL AS THE SEPARATE GRAPHIC/PDF OF 
THE 55TH STREET TURNING MOVEMENT COUNTS FROM COTTAGE GROVE TO LAKE PARK.  I 
WILL SEND THAT TO YOU AS A SEPARATE PDF DOCUMENT. 

Intersection Traffic Control Left Turn Lanes Right Turn Lanes 

Cottage Grove Avenue Signal EB/WB EB/WB 

Drexel Avenue No intersection with 55th Street 

Ingleside Avenue No intersection with 55th Street 

Ellis Avenue Signal EB/WB EB/WB 

Greenwood Avenue -- -- -- 

University Avenue -- EB EB/WB 

Woodlawn Avenue Signal EB/WB EB/WB 

Kimbark Avenue -- -- EB/WB 

Kenwood Avenue -- -- -- 

Ridgewood Court No intersection with 55th Street 

Dorchester Avenue Stop Controlled WB -- EB 

Blackstone Avenue Stop Controlled EB -- WB 

Harper Avenue (N) No intersection with 55th Street 

Harper Avenue (S) -- -- -- 

Lake Park Avenue Signal EB EB 

Cornell Avenue Stop Controlled -- -- 

Hyde Park Boulevard Signal -- -- 

Everett Avenue Stop Controlled -- -- 

South Shore Drive (N) Stop Controlled -- -- 

South Shore Drive (S) Stop Controlled -- -- 
 

PEDESTRIAN 

The proximity of this project to the University of Chicago, as well as access to public 
transportation, schools, parks, retail establishments and residential blocks, make this a critical 
location for pedestrian connectivity and crossing safety.  Pedestrian activity along 55th Street is 
generated by residents and commuters walking to the CTA bus stops and Metra Station, 
patronizing businesses lining the corridor, and recreational walking.  A significant amount of 

Transportation Circulation and Safety (cont.)

2 Existing Conditions Analysis   
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Crosswalks are located at every intersection.

to 55th Street.  While there are pedestrian amenities throughout 

the corridor, many have reached the end of their intended design 

life and no longer meet current CDOT design standards.  Some 

sections of sidewalk have settled, thus creating a tripping hazard 

due	to	height	differentials.		Most	intersections	have	ADA	curb	ramps	

currently installed, however some locations require upgrades to bring 

the tactile warning tiles and ramps slopes into compliance.  The City 

actively addresses improvements of this nature as part of streetscape 

or	other	infrastructure	improvement	projects.

Between	2008	and	2012,	a	total	of	289	crashes	were	recorded	

along 55th Street between Cottage Grove Avenue and South Shore 

Drive;	17	involving	pedestrians	and	19	involving	cyclists.		Following	

installation of the buffered bike lane, a total of 62 crashes were 

recorded	between	August	2012	and	December	2013;	3	involving	

pedestrians	and	4	involving	cyclists.		Using	annualized	data	provided	

by CDOT, there was a 45% decrease in pedestrian accidents and a 

35% decrease in cyclist accidents.  

Prior	to	the	2012	road	diet	project,	55th	Street	was	a	five-lane	
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Intersection Count Date Source of Data
E. 55th St. and S. Payne Dr. October 2010 DuSable Traffic Impact Study
E. 55th St. and S. Cottage Grove Ave. October 2010 DuSable Traffic Impact Study
E. 55th St. and S. Ellis Ave. Thursday November 10, 2011 Bicycle Program Counts
E. 55th St. and S. Woodlawn Ave. Tuesday November 15, 2011 Bicycle Program Counts
E. 55th St. and S. Dorchester Ave. Thursday November 10, 2011 Bicycle Program Counts
E. 55th St. and S. Blackstone Ave. Thursday November 10, 2011 Bicycle Program Counts
E. 55th St. and S. Lake Park Ave. Thursday November 10, 2011 Bicycle Program Counts
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Parking is adjacent to the travel lane and separated from 

the bike lane with a buffer

A section of 55th Street between Cottage Grove Avenue 

and Lake Park Avenue after the road diet was completed

The posted speed limit along 55th Street is 30 MPH

roadway with an intersection crossing distance of 66 feet, requiring 

nearly	19	seconds	of	pedestrian	crossing	time.		Although	the	speed	

limit	is	posted	at	30	MPH,	the	average	vehicle	speed	was	observed	

as	34	MPH,	making	it	increasingly	difficult	for	pedestrians	to	cross	

safely.		The	road	diet	project	reduced	the	number	of	travel	lanes	to	

one in each direction and provided a barrier protected bike lane 

in	each	direction.		By	reducing	the	effective	travel	way	from	five	

lanes to three lanes, the pedestrian crossing distance was reduced 

to	approximately	32	feet	thereby	requiring	only	9	seconds	for	

pedestrians to cross.  

It should be noted that although the pedestrian crash observation 

period	was	between	2008	and	2012,	there	were	significantly	less	

pedestrian crashes in the 20 months following implementation of the 

2012	road	diet	project.		This	indicates	the	road	diet	improved	overall	

pedestrian safety through the corridor as shown by a 100% reduction 

East of Kenwood Avenue, the bike lane is separated from the travel 

lane	by	a	buffer	zone	while	the	parking	lane	remains	adjacent	to	the	

existing	curb	line.		This	configuration	continues	to	the	Metra	viaduct	

/ Lake Park Avenue where the protected bike lane transitions to a 

shared bike lane.  The shared bike lane continues along both sides 

of 55th Street from Lake Park Avenue to South Shore Drive where 

a connection to the Lakefront Trail is made through the park area.  

Divvy stations are located south of 55th Street on Ellis Avenue, north 

of	55th	Street	on	Woodlawn	Avenue,	and	on	55th	Street	just	east	of	

South Shore Drive.

As	part	of	the	City’s	overall	bicycle	route	planning	initiatives,	

recommended bike routes in the area include connections from the 

north and south residential areas along neighborhood routes via 

Drexel, Ellis, Woodlawn, Kimbark and Kenwood Avenues.  55th 

Street	is	considered	a	‘Crosstown	Bike	Route’	characterized	as	long,	

in pedestrian crashes between 2012 and 2013.

BICYCLE

55th Street between Cottage Grove Avenue and Lake Park Avenue is 

included as a case study in the Chicago Streets for Cycling Plan 2020.  

In	this	document,	a	“road	diet	is	a	traffic	engineering	technique	

that reduces the amount of space for motor vehicles, either through 

eliminating lanes or shrinking the width of lanes, and reallocating 

that space for other uses.”  As such, 55th Street was reduced from 

two travel lanes in each direction to one travel lane and a barrier 

protected bike lane and serves as a model for implementation of 

road diets throughout the City.

Currently, between Cottage Grove Avenue and Kenwood Avenue, 

the 6 foot wide protected bike lane is separated from the travel lane 

by	an	8	foot	wide	parking	lane	and	a	3	to	5	foot	wide	buffer	zone.		

Transportation Circulation and Safety (cont.)

2 Existing Conditions Analysis   
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The average daily motor vehicle traffic on 55th Street is approximately 16,000 vehicles per day, well below the capacity of a five-lane roadway.  55th Street was 
uninviting for pedestrians and bicyclists due to the width of the street and the lack of on-street bike accommodations.  

The solution was to redesign 55th Street to balance the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists and improve access to the university.  This was accomplished by 
reducing the number of travel lanes in each direction to one and providing a barrier protected bike lane in each direction.  

In addition to providing barrier protected bike lanes, the road diet has also made it much easier for pedestrians to cross the street.  Instead of crossing five lanes of traffic, 
pedestrians now only cross three, making it easier for students that live north of 55th Street to walk to the university

For future projects, 
road diets will 
be considered on 
roadways with average 
daily  traffic volumes 
under 23,000 vehicles 
per day.  

AFTER
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Case Study: 55th Street
Barrier protected bike lanes were installed on 55th Street in the Hyde Park neighborhood, between Cottage Grove Avenue and Dorchester Avenue, 
in July 2012.  This was accomplished by placing 55th Street on a “ROAD DIET” and using the additional space for the barrier protected bike lanes.  
A road diet is a traffic engineering technique that reduces the amount of space for motor vehicles, either through eliminating lanes or shrinking the 
width of lanes, and reallocating that space for other uses.

55th Street is the northern boundary of the University of Chicago’s campus.  Prior to the project, this stretch of 55th Street was a five-lane roadway, 
with two travel lanes in each direction and a center left-turn lane at some intersections.  To the east and west, it is a two-lane roadway. 

BEFORE
36

55th Street between Cottage Grove and Dorchester prior to the 2012 Road Diet

55th Street between Cottage Grove and Dorchester after the 2012 Road Diet

Extracts from the Chicago Streets for Cycling Plan 2020
continuous routes on collector streets and connecting neighborhoods 

and	major	destinations.		These	routes	have	higher	vehicular	traffic	

speeds	and	volumes	in	comparison	to	‘Neighborhood	Bike	Routes’	

which are typically located on residential streets connecting local 

destinations.		The	City’s	Streets	for	Cycling	Plan	2020	identifies	

recommendations for additional cycling facilities in the area using 

innovative bikeway treatments such as protected bike lanes, buffered 

bike lanes, and neighborhood greenways.

TRANSIT

An overview of the public transit network in the study area is 

identified	in	the	Hyde	Park	inset	of	the	Regional	Transit	Authority	

(RTA) map.  The study area is serviced by the Chicago Transit 

Authority	(CTA)	commuter	rail	and	bus	service	lines	and	the	Metra	

Electric District Line.

The	primary	CTA	bus	routes	along	55th	Street	include	the	#55	

(Garfield)	and	#171	(U	of	Chicago/Hyde	Park)	which	service	several	

bus	stop	locations	along	the	project	corridor.		An	analysis	of	the	

existing 55th Street bus stop locations is presented in a technical 

memorandum included in the Appendix of this Plan.  The average 

weekday ridership values (CTA, October 2012) were reviewed. 

For the purposes of this study, primary bus stop locations were 

determined to be Cottage Grove Avenue, Ellis Avenue, Lake Park 

Avenue,	and	Hyde	Park	Boulevard	with	boardings	and/or	alightings	

above an average of 300 riders per day.

A summary of the CTA bus routes servicing the area is provided 

below:

•	 CTA	bus	route	#55	(Garfield)	operates	eastbound	and	westbound	

on 55th Street with 11 bus stops along the corridor length (see 

table).

•	 CTA	bus	route	#171	(U	of	Chicago/Hyde	Park)	operates	eastbound	

and westbound along a portion of 55th Street with 5 bus stops 40



Public transit map provided by the Regional Transit Authority depicting 

local routes in Hyde Park and their relationship to  the City.

along the corridor length (see table).

•	 CTA	bus	route	#172	(U	of	Chicago/Kenwood)	operates	

northbound on Woodlawn Avenue with a bus stop at the 

southeast corner of the intersection with 55th Street.

•	 CTA	bus	route	#6	(Jackson	Park	Express)	operates	northbound	

and	southbound	on	Hyde	Park	Boulevard	with	bus	stop	locations	

at the southeast and northwest corners of the intersection with 

55th Street.

•	 CTA	bus	route	#28	(Stony	Island)	operates	northbound	and	

southbound on Lake Park Avenue with bus stop locations at the 

southeast and northwest corners of the intersection with 55th 

Street.

The	Hyde	Park	community	is	also	served	by	the	Metra	Electric	District	

Line	with	local	stations	at	59th	Street/University	of	Chicago,	the	55th-

56th-57th	Street	station,	and	the	51st/53rd	Street	(Hyde	Park)	station.		

The intersection of 55th Street and Lake Park Avenue provides the 

northernmost	access	to	the	55th-56th-57th	Street	station.		It	is	located	

approximately	0.6	miles	from	the	University	campus,	which	is	an	

average	of	a	15	minute	walk	westbound	on	55th	Street	to	University	

Transportation Circulation and Safety (cont.)

2 Existing Conditions Analysis   
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  EXISTING BUS STOP

Recommended bike routes include connections from the 

northern residential areas to Ellis Avenue

CTA bus routes have several stops along the project 

corridor

Avenue.		The	CTA	Green	Line	Station	at	“Garfield”	is	approximately	

a 15 min walk through Washington Park to Cottage Grove Avenue.  

The	Garfield	CTA	Green	Line	Station	is	also	approximately	1.7	miles	

from	the	Metra	55th-56th-57th	Street	Station.

The plan considers safety improvements for transit users, including 

minimizing conflict points and consolidating bus stop locations.  

Existing Bus stop locations.
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Geotechnical information is used to evaluate existing soil conditions 

and determine the feasibility of implementing storm water best 

management	practices	(BMPs).		A	geotechnical	investigation	was	not	

included	as	part	of	the	scope	of	this	project;	however,	a	review	of	

available	soil	borings	from	other	local	projects	was	considered.

A	development	project	for	the	University	of	Chicago	near	56th	Street	

and	Ellis	Avenue	involved	11	soil	borings	at	the	project	site,	all	of	

which exhibited a variety of sandy soil mixes.  A City of Chicago 

project	near	54th	Street	and	Cornell	Avenue	involved	9	soil	borings,	

all of which exhibited silty-sand material.  Similar results were 

observed	on	other	projects	local	to	the	area	and	are	documented	in	a	

technical memorandum in the Appendix of this Plan.

Historical	soil	information	was	also	considered.		A	review	of	the	

Surficial	Geology	of	the	Jackson	Park	Quadrangle	from	the	Illinois	

State	Geological	Survey	(ISGS,	1939)	identifies	the	underlying	soils	

of	the	project	corridor	as	glacial	lake	bottom.		Furthermore,	a	review	

of	the	Chicago	Soils	Map	in	the	Chicago	Storm	Water	Ordinance	

Manual	indicates	the	project	corridor	is	located	within	an	area	of	

sand and gravel.

Given this information and proximity to the lakefront, it is assumed 

these soils have infiltration rates that are favorable to storm water 

BMPs	such	as	infiltration	planters,	bio	swales,	permeable	pavers,	

etc.  It is recommended that a full geotechnical investigation with 

infiltration and soil analysis be performed prior to implementation of 

the Plan.

Geotechnical Conditions

2 Existing Conditions Analysis   
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Coordination	with	the	Office	of	Underground	(OUC)	included	a	utility	

search of both public and private utilities along the length of the 

corridor.  The above and below ground utilities found along 55th 

Street are typical of those found in the public way throughout the 

City and, in general, spread across the existing right-of-way.  The 

following paragraphs provide a summary of utilities present and 

general locations, however it is not intended to be a complete list.  

Additional	information	may	be	found	in	the	Appendix	of	this	Master	

Plan.		Subsequent	OUC	utility	searches	and	reviews	for	potential	

conflicts	will	be	required	as	the	project	moves	forward	to	design	

development.

WATERMAIN

Between	Cottage	Grove	Avenue	and	University	Avenue,	there	is	a	

12”	watermain	approximately	18	feet	from	the	south	right-of-way	

line that shifts to the north side of the street east of Cottage Grove 

Avenue.  The watermain is then located on the north side of the 

street approximately 22 feet from the north right-of-way line where 

it remains through Kenwood Avenue.  There are also watermains 

located on the side streets. 

 

Between	Kenwood	Avenue	and	Lake	Park	Avenue,	a	12”	watermain	

is located on the north side of the street and continues along the 

north	side	of	westbound	55th	Street,	north	of	the	University	Park	

Condominium complex.

Between	Lake	Park	Avenue	and	Hyde	Park	Boulevard,	a	6”	to	12”	

watermain	is	located	on	the	north	side	of	the	street.		At	Hyde	Park	

Boulevard,	a	separate	watermain	line	runs	along	the	south	side	of	

the street and continues to Everett Avenue where it shifts to the north 

side of the street and continues to South Shore Drive.

NATURAL	GAS

Gas mains run along the north side of the street from Cottage Grove 

Avenue to Drexel Avenue.  Gas mains also run perpendicular to 55th 

Street	along	Ellis	Avenue	and	University	Avenue.		

A gas line runs along the north side of 55th Street approximately 16 

feet from the north right-of-way line.  A separate gas line begins at 

Kenwood Avenue approximately 16 feet from the north right-of-way 

line and continues along westbound 55th Street where it terminates 

on the west side of Dorchester Avenue.  

There is a gas line located approximately 22 feet from the north 

right-of-way	line	between	Dorchester	Avenue	and	Blackstone	Avenue,	

and	continues	around	the	University	Park	Condominium	complex	and	

terminates	just	west	of	Lake	Park	Avenue.		

Gas mains run along the north side of the street between Lake Park 

Avenue and South Shore Drive.  Current utility atlases indicate an 

extension of the gas line also continues through the park area to 

Lake Shore Drive.

COMBINED	SEWER

A	sewer	line	is	located	near	the	center	of	the	pavement	just	east	

of Cottage Grove Avenue before shifting to the south side of the 

street	approximately	18	feet	inside	of	the	south	right-of-way	line	

and	continues	to	Ellis	Avenue.		Between	Ellis	Avenue	and	University	

Avenue,	a	sewer	line	is	located	just	north	of	the	existing	pavement	

centerline, approximately 34 feet inside of the north right-of-way 

line.  

A sewer line is located under the 55th Street pavement, 

approximately 5 to 6 feet north of the centerline of the street.  

Between	Kenwood	Avenue	and	Lake	Park	Avenue,	a	sewer	runs	

under	the	eastbound	55th	Street	pavement	south	of	the	University	

Park Condominium complex.  The sewer line continues east to Lake 

Park Avenue, a portion on the north side of the condo complex and 

a portion on the south side.  From Lake Park Avenue to South Shore 

Drive, a sewer runs under the center of the 55th Street pavement 

and connects to a large intercepting sewer line running along the 

centerline of Cornell Avenue.

ELECTRIC	AND	OTHER	UTILITIES	(CITY	AND	PRIVATE)

Underground	ComEd	and	City	electric	conduit	are	present	through	

the	entire	project	length	from	Cottage	Grove	Avenue	to	South	Shore	

Drive,	including	emergency	response	9-1-1	lines.		A	telephone	duct	

runs along Cottage Grove Avenue and another is introduced along a 

section of 55th Street between Ellis Avenue and Greenwood Avenue.

Underground	ComEd	and	City	electric	conduit	are	present	through	the	

entire	segment,	including	emergency	response	9-1-1	lines.		Telephone	

and Cable lines are also present intermittently through this segment.

Existing Utilities
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Lawrence Avenue Road Diet and Complete Street

As part of the design guidelines development, CDOT hosted a second 

public	meeting	on	January	29,	2015.		During	this	meeting,	CDOT	

reviewed the issues and concerns developed by the community at 

the	onset	of	the	project	in	context	with	the	analysis	of	the	existing	

infrastructure, traffic, and safety conditions.  The refined goals for 

the	project	were	also	presented,	and	the	design	guidelines	were	

discussed	as	a	means	of	conveying	how	the	Master	Plan	development	

would be realized.  Priorities of the community, as ranked during 

the first public meeting, as well as the intent of the design guidelines 

were discussed and a general understanding of the corridor priorities 

was reached with the attendees.

The collaborative priorities of the community can be summarized 

as: improve the pedestrian environment, improve the cycling 

environment, and enhance the aesthetic environment.

IMPROVE	THE	PEDESTRIAN	ENVIRONMENT

The community consensus was to make the street more pedestrian 

friendly by enhancing the pedestrian environment through practical 

and aesthetic considerations and to increase the safety of crossing 

movements between the north and south sides of 55th Street.  To that 

end, the following broad guidelines were developed for application 

throughout the corridor:

•	 Reconstruct	sidewalk	and	ADA	ramps	as	required	for		 	

 compliance with current ADA and City of Chicago standards.

•	 Widen	sidewalks	where	possible	and	eliminate	obstacles		 	

 within the clear path walking area.

•	 Enhance	crosswalks	and	intersection	safety	through	upgraded		

 pavement markings and pedestrian signals.

Corridor design guidelines provide an organized context for assembling the proposed Plan design.  The guidelines provide a design direction that is consistent with the standards set forth by the City of Chicago in the 

Streetscape	Guidelines,	while	introducing	design	elements	that	address	the	ultimate	goals	of	the	Plan.		This	Master	Plan	is	intended	as	a	development	tool	that	will	facilitate	coordination	and	set	priorities	for	future	

investment within the public right-of-way.

Design Guidelines

3 Corridor Design Guidelines   
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Intersection stamp Widened sidewalk Sidewalk ramps & crosswalk

Infiltration planter Protected bike lane Curb extension (bump out) 

Improved streetscape section Gateway sculpture example

•	 Install	curb	extensions	(bump	outs)	where	feasible	and		 	

 reasonable.

•	 Install	pedestrian	refuge	islands	where	feasible	and		 	

 reasonable.

IMPROVE	THE	CYCLING	ENVIRONMENT

The community consensus on the cycling environment was to improve 

the existing bike facilities by eliminating conflicts and improving 

connections.  To that end, the following broad guidelines were 

developed for application throughout the corridor:

•	 Formalize	the	protected	bike	lanes.

•	 Improve	safety	at	intersections,	bus-stops	and	right	turn	lanes.

•	 Consider	green	pavement	and	bicycle	signals	as	additional		

 safety measures.

ENHANCE	THE	AESTHETIC	ENVIRONMENT

The community consensus on the aesthetic environment was to 

enhance the quality of the users experience by providing an 

attractive and cohesive streetscape.  To that end, the following broad 

guidelines were developed for application throughout the corridor:

•	 Improve	street	lighting	and	corridor	signage.

•	 Improve	public	gathering	spaces	and	boulevard	plazas.

•	 Consider	community	identification	and/or	gateway	elements.

•	 Consider	high	impact	aesthetic	treatments	such	as	intersection		

 stamps.

•	 Improve	the	condition	of	existing	trees	and	plantings.

•	 Add	street	furniture	and	trees	where	possible.
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All sidewalks within the 55th Street corridor is proposed for replacementConcrete end caps on Clybourn Avenue

upgrading the infrastructure of the existing pedestrian network.  

Sidewalk infrastructure is to be improved through reconstructed 

sidewalk and ADA compliant curb ramps.  It is proposed that all 

sidewalk through the 55th Street corridor will be replaced to provide 

a smooth walking surface that meets appropriate cross slope 

requirements.  Sidewalk widths will be maximized wherever possible 

through	curb	line	modifications.		Between	Cottage	Grove	Avenue	and	

Ellis Avenue, the existing painted median will be eliminated in favor 

of additional parkway space.

Eliminating or minimizing obstacles within the walking area of the 

sidewalk will also improve pedestrian safety.  This includes removal 

or relocation of elements that do not allow for clear distances for 

users.  Also critical to pedestrian mobility is the review of existing 

driveway locations as these pose uncontrolled conflict points between 

pedestrians and motorists.  If necessary, driveway widths will be 

all users.

SIDEWALK	INFRASTRUCTURE

The	University	of	Chicago	serves	as	a	high	volume	pedestrian	

destination	in	the	project	area.		Pedestrian	generators	include	several	

CTA bus routes and stops along 55th Street and the cross streets, as 

well	as	the	Metra	station	at	Lake	Park	Avenue.		Other	destination	

points along the corridor include Washington Park at the west end 

of	the	project	and	the	Lakefront	Trail	/	Promontory	Point	at	the	east	

end.  There are also numerous destination points and pedestrian 

generators	branching	out	into	the	local	Hyde	Park	Community,	such	

as	the	DuSable	Museum,	Saint	Thomas	the	Apostle	Church	and	

school,	Ronald	McDonald	House	Charities,	the	Catholic	Theological	

Union,	as	well	as	residential	and	commercial	developments.

The Plan seeks to enhance pedestrian activity and circulation through 

Design elements are the infrastructure improvements proposed 

to enhance the existing facilities and support the corridor design 

guidelines.  The design elements are categorized by improvement 

type, including roadway, streetscape, and landscape elements to 

support enhancements to the active modes of transportation and the 

aesthetic quality of the corridor.

ROADWAY	ELEMENTS

The 55th Street corridor is an important link for local mobility and 

it services a variety of institutional, residential and commercial 

land uses.  The corridor is multi-modal and heavily travelled, 

serving pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and public transportation 

users.  Each mode is considered an active means of transportation 

through this congested area.  Roadway elements evaluated for the 

Plan include enhancing the existing facilities and introducing new 

improvements that will improve safety, aesthetics and amenities for 

3 Corridor Design Guidelines   

Design Elements
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A pedestrian refuge island in the Beverly Hills neighborhood.

reduced to meet City standards and/or their permitted width.

CROSSWALKS

Crosswalks throughout the corridor will be enhanced to increase 

visibility to motorists, thereby improving pedestrian safety.  

Crosswalks will be widened, where possible, to 10-feet and include 

international crosswalk markings.  Additional considerations 

include pedestrian count down signals at signalized intersections, 

and pedestrian refuge islands to minimize crossing distances.  The 

intersection	of	55th	Street	and	University	Avenue	is	the	location	of	a	

specialty intersection treatment.  Installation of an intersection stamp 

at this location will bring the busy intersection down to a pedestrian 

who	are	unable	to	cross	all	lanes	of	traffic	in	one	crossing	cycle.		By	

creating shorter crossing distances, the conflicts between pedestrians 

and motorists are minimized.  Prior to implementation, potential 

locations for pedestrian refuge islands will need to be analyzed 

further for geometric considerations, such as sight lines and turning 

space for large vehicles.  A pedestrian refuge island is proposed for 

the	east	leg	of	the	55th	Street	and	University	Avenue	intersection.		

This island is limited in size due to the fire station located at the 

north east corner of the intersection.  A pedestrian refuge island 

is proposed on the north side of 55th Street west of Greenwood 

Avenue.  This island separates bike traffic from through traffic in 

addition to providing a safe refuge area for users preparing to cross.  

PEDESTRIAN	SIGNAL	IMPROVEMENTS

Though many signalized intersections have pedestrian signals, 

upgrades to include countdown timers are recommended.  

Intersections with Ellis Avenue and Woodlawn Avenue will be 

upgraded to include countdown pedestrian signal heads.  Pedestrian 

actuated buttons may also be considered at unique crossing 

locations.  Installation of rapid flashing beacons at high volume 

unsignalized intersections was considered and is proposed at 

Kenwood Avenue.

PROTECTED	BICYCLE	LANE

In recent years, lane usage on 55th Street was improved to include 

a protected bicycle lane on both sides of the street.  A significant 

reduction	in	crashes	and	injuries	has	been	noted	by	the	City	of	

Chicago through implementation of these bike lanes.  The Plan seeks 

to enhance and formalize the protected bicycle lanes by striping the 

buffer zone between the parking lane and the bicycle lane, as well 

as providing hardscape in the form of end caps to the parking lane.  

Green pavement will be utilized for the entire length of the protected 

bike lane between Cottage Grove Avenue and Lake Park Avenue.  

scale, increase visibility, and slow down vehicular traffic.

CURB	EXTENSIONS	/	BUMP	OUTS

Curb extensions or bump outs extend the sidewalk beyond the 

existing curb line to reduce the crossing distance for pedestrians.  

This minimizes the conflicts between pedestrians and motorists, 

thereby improving safety.  Curb bump outs are proposed along 

several side streets approaching 55th Street.  Aesthetic treatments in 

the bump outs may vary, including sidewalk or pavers, the addition 

of trees or planters, and installation of street furniture.

PEDESTRIAN	REFUGE	ISLANDS

Pedestrian refuge islands provide a refuge for queuing pedestrians 
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58 COMPLETE STREETS CHICAGO

Typology Code  BIK

Typology Name Bicycle Priority Street (bicycle 
spoke route, signal timing for 
bikes) 

Source CDOT (proposed)  

Discussion CDOT will identify select 
corridors where cycling will 
be prioritized ahead of other 
modes, which will influence 
the modal hierarchy and 
subsequent design.

Kinzie Street

Elston Avenue

Bicycle Priority Street (BIK)
OVERLAYS

FIGURE 10 (CON’T)

Protected bike lane on Kinzie StreetProtected bike lane on 55th Street

The protected bike lane will transition to a standard on-street bike 

lane	under	the	Metra	viaduct,	and	then	transition	again	into	a	shared	

use lane east of the viaduct.  The striping for the shared use bike lane 

between	the	Metra	viaduct	and	South	Shore	Drive	will	be	reinstalled.

BICYCLE	LANE	SAFETY	FEATURES

As	part	of	the	Master	Plan,	the	striped	end	areas	of	the	parking	

lane will be formalized through installation of curbed islands or end 

caps.		Use	of	painted	or	physical	barriers	to	define	the	bicycle	lanes	

can enhance safety not only for bicycle users but also for users of 

other	modes	who	may	be	in	conflict	with	bicycle	movements.		Bike	

lane definition is commonly accomplished through the use of painted 

buffer lanes, flexible bollards, and curbed medians.

As part of the Plan, decreasing the conflict points between bicyclists 

and vehicular traffic is a critical concern.  Separating out bicycle 

traffic from the vehicle travel lanes is not enough on its own to 

highlight the hierarchy of travel along the corridor.  Increasing the 

level of awareness and visibility of the bicycle lane is accomplished 

by using green paint through the bike lane and standardizing the 

pavement markings for consistency.  Separating the bicycle lane 

from the bus stops and right turn lanes is also a critical component 

for increasing safety through the corridor.  Installation of curbed 

end caps at each end of the parking lanes will also promote 

channelization and separation from other modes of travel.

Safety for bicyclists at intersections can be enhanced through the 

following design considerations:

Bicycle	lane	pavement	markings	that	extend	through	the	intersections	

will include green pavement as well as dashed white lane markings.  

This enhances the level of awareness and indicates a potential conflict 

area between vehicles and bicycle lane users.  Striping is also used to 

separate the vehicle right turn lane from the protected bike lane.  

These lane separation considerations are also enhanced through the 

use of separate bicycle signals.  For the purposes of this master plan, 

bicycle signals will be installed eastbound and westbound at Ellis 

Avenue, and eastbound at Woodlawn Avenue.  

STREETSCAPE	ELEMENTS

Streetscape elements add detail and character to a streetscape 

project.		Strategic	placement	of	elements	along	the	corridor	is	an	

intentional method of making 55th Street apparent to all users.  

Streetscape elements to be incorporated into 55th Street are 

described in the following paragraphs.

STREET	LIGHTS

With	the	addition	of	the	new	University	of	Chicago	dormitory,	use	

3 Corridor Design Guidelines   

Design Elements (cont.)
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Plazas in the boulevard section could be redesigned into more pedestrian friendly spaces

Viaduct	to	Hyde	Park	Boulevard.		As	the	character	of	the	corridor	

changes in this segment, it is recommended these Chicago Gateway 

poles	remain	with	modifications	to	include	LED	fixtures.		East	of	Hyde	

Park	Boulevard	to	South	Shore	Drive	it	is	recommended	that	the	

existing street lights be replaced with the Gateway light poles with 

LED fixtures.

STREET	FURNITURE

Street furniture, such as benches and trash receptacles, are used 

to increase the function and aesthetics of pedestrian areas.  The 

revamped	boulevard	nodes	between	Drexel	Avenue	and	University	

Avenue are locations conducive to seating areas for pedestrians to 

stop and rest.  Foot traffic is high through these areas as they connect 

residential	areas	to	the	University	campus	and	other	institutions	and	

businesses along the corridor.  Other areas for benches and trash 

of the Davit light pole is preferable to continue the more modern 

architecture feel throughout the corridor.  Davit poles are often 

chosen to blend into the background of a corridor rather than be a 

focal point of the improvements.  Pedestrian poles foster increased 

visibility and safety for area users and continue to be an option 

for the corridor.  In the last several years, the City of Chicago has 

transitioned from the use of yellow lights to LED fixtures for economy, 

efficiency and aesthetics.

Actual street light type and spacing is determined during the detailed 

design	phase	of	a	streetscape	project.		For	the	purposes	of	the	Plan,	

it is recommended the existing street lights between Cottage Grove 

Avenue and Lake Park Avenue be replaced with Davit light poles with 

LED fixtures.  As part of a previous streetscape improvement, Chicago 

Gateway	poles	were	installed	on	55th	Street	east	of	the	Metra	

receptacles include proposed side street bump out locations, through 

the commercial areas of the corridor, and at all bus stop locations.  

Currently, there are three bus shelters that include built-in benches.  

Additional locations for bus shelters can be coordinated with the CTA 

during future design phases of the Plan.

Street furniture also includes placement of bicycle racks.  These may 

be installed as single units, double units, or in clusters.  During future 

design phases of the Plan, it is recommended the desired location of 

bicycle racks be coordinated with the community and the City.  For 

the purposes of this plan, it is assumed bicycle racks will be installed 

on each block for the length of the corridor.

OPEN	SPACE,	BOULEVARD	PLAZAS,	AND	PLACEMAKING

When designed well, public space provide safe, pleasant, and 

inviting	environments	for	people	of	all	ages	to	enjoy.		They	can	

be a force for economic growth by making the environment of the 

corridor more attractive.  Open spaces also support frequent, casual 

contact among neighbors, leading to the formation of neighborhood 

social ties.  These social ties are the building blocks of strong, secure 

neighborhoods where people tend to support, care about, and 

protect one another.  Placed at regular intervals, they can reduce 

the perceived overall scale or length of a street.  Public spaces can 

divide a corridor into recognizable and walkable sections, drawing 

pedestrians along the street.  Well-designed public space encourages 

people out of their cars, furthers social interaction, and improves the 

health of the community.

The 55th Street corridor has two extraordinary public open spaces 

at the termini of the corridor, Washington Park on the west and 

Promontory	Point	on	the	east.		Nichols	Park	between	Kimbark	

Avenue	and	Kenwood	Avenue	provides	a	major	public	green	space	

within the fabric of the neighborhood.  Community members called 
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for new entryways to the Park that will be more appropriate to the 

park users and facility layout.  They also called for recognition of 

the park along 55th Street by providing wider sidewalks through the 

corridor.

There are five existing plazas on the north side of the street in the 

boulevard	section	between	Drexel	Avenue	and	University	Avenue.		

These recurring elements create a sense of connection and continuity.  

Located at block-long intervals, they provide a visual rhythm through 

this section.  This rhythm can be perceived by people passing along 

the corridor using all modes of transport.  The Plan recommends 

the redesign of these plazas into more attractive pedestrian friendly 

spaces.

Well-chosen and well-placed art and sculptural pieces can assist 

in creating places with a sense of wonder and excitement.  The 

addition	of	major	pieces	of	public	art	to	each	plaza	will	establish	a	

unique identity for this section of the street.  The plazas should be 

expanded visually and connect to the north across the intersections 

of the 55th Street frontage road.  Continuity between the plazas 

and the intersections can be established by using a shared ground 

surface treatment of pavers on both the plazas and the intersections.  

Together they will form larger public spaces.

The 55th Street frontage road is not heavily trafficked and the 

principals	of	the	City’s	People	Streets	program	can	be	applied	to	this	

area.		People	Streets	convert	“excess”	asphalt	into	hardscape	public	

spaces.  People Streets are intended for dead end streets, cul-de-

sacs, or areas of excess pavement.  They are created by temporary 

means such as street closures and through the use of paint and street 

furniture.  The purpose is to create safer intersections and additional 

open space in neighborhoods.  While the permanent closure of the 

frontage road is not recommended, temporary closures are feasible 

on weekends or after the afternoon peak commute period has 

ended.  The goal is to encourage walkable community initiatives and 

support economic development and community cohesion.

The	triangular	green	spaces	at	the	University	Park	Condominiums	

are privately owned.  As they are outside the public right-of-way, 

the Plan can only make recommendations for their future redesign 

and use.  Currently, they act as pass-through spaces but have the 

potential to be transformed into gateway spaces for this section of 

the corridor.

The rhythm of public space through the corridor will be assisted by 

the	addition	of	major	curb	extensions	or	bump	outs.		When	large	

enough, they can act as miniature plazas providing waiting space 

for pedestrians who wish to cross the street and also as potential 

meeting places for social interaction.  When there is sufficient space, 

the Plan recommends side-street infiltration planters and trees.

Another	location	where	“excess”	asphalt	will	be	converted	into	public	

space is at the intersection of 55th Street and South Shore Drive.  

This is a staggered and confusing intersection with a large expanse 

of asphalt.  The northern leg of the intersection is an important 

pedestrian crossing as it connects the neighborhood to the pedestrian 

underpass	to	Promontory	Point	and	the	lakefront.		However,	today	

the northeastern edge of the intersection has a very wide radius.  The 

Plan recommends transforming this intersection by adding bumpouts 

to all legs of the intersection, thereby reducing crossing distances, 

improving safety, reducing the amount of asphalt and adding public 

space.		The	design	“throats	down”	this	intersection	into	a	safer	and	

more appropriate scale for the levels of use and provides space for a 

gateway element at an important terminus to the corridor.

GATEWAY	ELEMENTS

From an urban design perspective, gateways are primary points of 

access into a corridor or community.  They announce the corridor 

and are often used to define a corridor length.  These primary 

access points can be enhanced by the construction of gateway 

elements.  Gateway elements can take many forms but are often 

vertical elements that can be seen by all users of the corridor.  They 

create a sense of arrival and assist in making a corridor welcoming 

and aesthetically appealing.  Gateways often celebrate historic and 

cultural traditions of the community and become area landmarks or 

icons.

The Plan recommends placement of gateway elements at the two 

termini of the corridor, Cottage Grove Avenue on the west and South 

Shore Drive on the east.  Proper placement at these locations will 

define the length and broad character of the 55th Street corridor by 

promoting a sense of continuity through the sub-sections.

 

LANDSCAPE	ELEMENTS

The aesthetic appeal of streets and their surrounding environments 

are what make people feel welcome in a city.  Streets are corridors 

that require the creation of a recognizable rhythm, nodes of 

interchange, focal points, and a balance between hardscape and 

softscape (green space and plants) to provide sensory delight and 

beauty.  The softscape, or landscape elements to be incorporated into 

55th Street are described in the following paragraphs.

STREET TREES

Street trees provide several positive sensory experiences in a 

streetscape.  The canopy provides shade from the summer sun, the 

foliage of the trees change color during the year providing lively 

splashes of color, and the form of the trees can provide a continuous 

definition to the edges of the corridor.  The spacing of the trees 

3 Corridor Design Guidelines   
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A pedestrian plaza can help increase 

social interaction.

Plazas in the boulevard section could 

be redesigned into more pedestrian 

friendly spaces

Pavers could be used in the plazas and intersections to create larger public 

spaces

Sculptural pieces can help create a 

sense of wonder and excitementGateway elements can be used to give a sense of arrival 

establishes one of the rhythms that are essential for continuity along 

the street.  The Chicago Landscape Ordinance requires trees spaced 

at a rate of one per 25 feet of street frontage in pedestrian zones 

that	are	9	feet	wide	or	wider.		For	the	purposes	of	the	Plan,	it	is	

recommended that additional trees be added where there are gaps 

in the current tree spacing along the corridor.

There are many healthy trees in the corridor, however, many are 

distressed and some in decline.  The intent of the Plan is to retain 

healthy	trees	and	improve	their	condition;	replace	overly	distressed	

or dead trees, and add new trees where appropriate along the 

corridor.

Providing adequate growing conditions for street trees will increase 

their life span and minimize the need for maintenance.  The primary 

elements that can cause trees in parkways to decline are salt spray 

leaching into soils from the salting of the street in winter, insufficient 

soil volumes and conflicts with underground utilities in the parkway 

crowding	tree	roots.		New	areas	of	parkway	along	with	trees	are	

being added between Cottage Grove Avenue and Ellis Avenue.  With 

these	new	parkway	areas	adjacent	to	the	roadway,	salt	tolerant	

trees will be essential in harsh conditions.

Root systems of trees planted in paved parkway often do not receive 

sufficient water, nutrients, and oxygen, thus resulting in distressed 

health and shorter lifespan.  The Plan recommends providing pavers 

and a deep layer of CA6 stone beneath the pavers to use as storage 

for additional surface drainage.  This stone layer is a combination 

of 3/4” limestone and limestone fines that is most commonly used 

to provide a base for paver patios, sidewalks and driveways.  This 

stone layer will allow for the temporary storage of water for the 

trees before it percolates down through the sandy soils of the 

corridor.  Where tree grates are proposed in the more dense urban 
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sections of the corridor, it is recommended the largest size tree grate 

be utilized to provide the maximum soil volumes.

PLANTERS

Another landscape enhancement recommended as part of the Plan 

is the installation of infiltration planters where space allows in the 

proposed side street bump out locations.  These curbed planters often 

require maintenance agreements with the community to maintain 

the proposed plant material.  Proposed locations for infiltrtion 

planters include: the intersections with Cornell Avenue, Everett 

Avenue,	Blackstone	Avenue,	and	South	Shore	Drive.		In	areas	where	

underground utilities are a concern, above ground planters could be 

an option.  

	POTENTIAL	GATEWAY	ELEMENT

	Binary	Columns

	Bold	black	and	white	patterns	(binary):

Binary	is	the	basic	contemporary	method	for	the	exchange	of	

information	and	knowledge	and	the	University	of	Chicago	is	one	of	

the preeminent knowledge centers in the world.

The neighborhood, for better or worse, is largely of a binary 

character- urban residential neighborhood vs. university/institutional 

character.

The linear patterns evoke the linear street grid and urban character. 

This neighborhood is unique in the dramatic shifts in urban condition 

as the neighborhood/university binary has played out over time. 

Some columns are simplified patterns that abstractly represent this 

idea while others literally present figure grounds or street grids of the 

area from different periods, documenting the dynamic urbanism of 

the neighborhood.

Other columns continue the same aesthetic but can contain explicit 

identity	elements-	“55th	St”,	“Hyde	Park”	etc.	

Presented on simple form:

Small footprint provides flexibility in locating along a corridor that 

generally has narrow sidewalks and pedestrian spaces.

Pedestrians may walk through collonade at key nodes of the corridor.

Columns can be used to enliven, emphasize and link the public spaces 

along the corridor.

3 Corridor Design Guidelines   
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Gateway elements could be large scale columns Boulevard Plaza Concept

Lakefront Trail ConnectionUniversity Park Enhancements Concept

Typical Parkway Location
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Design Concept: Cottage Grove to University

Design concepts for each subsection along the 55th Street corridor 

were developed based on the design guidelines and design elements 

previously	presented	in	this	Master	Plan.		A	consistent	roadway	

section and deliberate placement of streetscape and landscape 

elements is used to define progression along the corridor and give 

55th Street a consistent and cohesive atmosphere.

As	part	of	the	public	outreach	for	the	project,	CDOT	hosted	the	

third	and	final	public	meeting	on	November	17,	2015	to	present	

the	Master	Plan	for	the	project	corridor.		The	refined	goals	for	

the	project	were	reviewed	and	countermeasures	for	issues	and	

concerns were described to the community.  Attendees offered 

additional input on specific areas and these comments were taken 

into	consideration	as	the	Master	Plan	was	finalized	for	publication.		

Potential implementation strategies, priorities for construction, and 

estimated construction costs as well as funding considerations were 

also presented.  A general understanding of agreement was reached 

with the attendees on the overall design concept for the 55th Street 

Master	Plan.

The following paragraphs summarize the proposed improvements in 

each segment of the corridor.

COTTAGE	GROVE	TO	UNIVERSITY

The intersection of Cottage Grove Avenue is the western terminus of 

the	project	corridor	and	serves	as	a	connection	point	to	Washington	

Park.		This	segment	travels	past	the	University	of	Chicago	athletic	

center and recreational fields, as well as the expansive boulevard 

area on the north side of the street.

The existing roadway cross section includes a 10 foot wide striped 

median in between opposing lanes of through traffic.  The Plan 

proposes to remove this median between Cottage Grove Avenue and 

Ellis	Avenue,	thereby	bringing	the	travel	lanes	adjacent	to	each	other	

at the centerline of the road.  This will allow for increased sidewalk 

and parkway on both sides of the street.  The Plan proposes the 

addition of street trees where possible and infiltration pavers within 

the widened parkway.  This narrower roadway section will facilitate 

slower vehicular speeds and improve safety through this segment of 

the corridor.

The following is a summary of the proposed improvements between 

Cottage	Grove	Avenue	and	University	Avenue.

•	 Remove	existing	10	foot	wide	striped	median	and	move	travel		

 lanes in toward roadway centerline.  Transition travel lanes  

 back to existing configuration at Ellis Avenue.

•	 Widen	sidewalks	to	7	feet	on	both	the	north	and	south	sides	of		

 the street between Cottage Grove Avenue and Ellis Avenue.

3 Corridor Design Guidelines   
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Proposed	Section	-	Cottage	Grove	to	University

•	 Install	street	trees	within	a	permeable	paver	(or	other		 	

 treatment) parkway field on the south side of 55th Street   

 between Cottage Grove Avenue and Ellis Avenue.

•	 Install	concrete	end	caps	at	end	of	parking	lanes.		Consider		

 low plantings in lieu of concrete where feasible with existing  

	 utilities.		Note	that	plantings	are	likely	not	possible	in	the			

 end caps on the north side of 55th Street due to the existing  

 watermain location.    Trees are not permitted due to sight  

 distance concerns.

•	 Install	green	pavement	for	length	of	protected	bike	lane.				

 Consider dashed pavement markings and/or green pavement  

 for protected bike lane through intersections and within mixing  

 zones.

•	 Install	international	crosswalk	pavement	markings	in	all		 	

 directions at Cottage Grove Avenue, Ellis Avenue, Greenwood  

	 Avenue,	and	University	Avenue.

•	 Install	revamped	boulevard	plazas	at	the	boulevard	nodes,		

 including Drexel Avenue, Ingleside Avenue, Ellis Avenue,   

	 Greenwood	Avenue,	and	University	Avenue.

•	 Install	a	gateway	element	within	the	boulevard	plaza	at		 	

 Cottage Grove Avenue.

•	 Install	a	gateway	element	or	space	for	public	art	within	the		

	 boulevard	plaza	at	University	Avenue.

•	 Install	an	intersection	stamp/treatment	at	University	Avenue.

•	 Install	an	intersection	treatment	such	as	a	paver	field	at		 	

   the frontage road intersections of Ingleside Avenue and   

 Greenwood Avenue.

•	 Install	improved	crosswalks	at	the	frontage	road	intersections		

 of Drexel Avenue, Ingleside Avenue, Ellis Avenue, Greenwood  

	 Avenue,	and	University	Avenue.		Consider	the	use	of	stamped		

 crosswalk/streetprint applications at the frontage road   

 intersections.

•	 Install	a	concrete	pad	for	the	bus	shelter	at	the	northwest			

 corner of 55th Street and Cottage Grove Avenue and at the  

	 northwest	corner	of	55th	Street	and	University	Avenue.

•	 Remove	the	bus	stop	locations	at	Drexel	Avenue	and	add			

 parking spaces where appropriate.  Ridership will be   

	 consolidated	with	the	adjacent	bus	stops	at	Cottage	Grove		

 Avenue and Ellis Avenue.

•	 Relocate	the	eastbound	bus	stop	at	Ellis	Avenue	to	the	far	side		

 of the intersection.

•	 Maintain	the	temporary	eastbound	bus	stop	location	on	the	far		

	 side	of	the	University	Avenue	intersection	as	a	permanent			

 condition.

•	 Maintain	left	and	right	turn	lanes	at	intersections	with	Cottage		

 Grove Avenue, Ellis Avenue, Greenwood Avenue, and   

	 University	Avenue.

•	 Install	a	pedestrian	refuge	island	on	the	north	side	of	the	street		

 between the parking lane and the protected bike lane at   

 Greenwood Avenue.

•	 Install	a	pedestrian	refuge	island	in	the	median	on	the	east	leg		

	 of	the	University	Avenue	intersection.

•	 Install	a	corner	bump	out	at	the	southwest	corner	of	University		

 Avenue.

•	 Install	new	sidewalk	and	curb	and	gutter	for	the	length	of	the		

 segment to allow for an ADA compliant walking surface.

•	 Upgrade	all	ADA	ramps	at	intersection	corners	as	required	to		

 meet current ADA standards.

•	 Install	Davit	light	poles	for	the	length	of	the	segment.			 	

 Pedestrian poles are under consideration and design decisions  

	 will	be	required	as	the	project	moves	forward.

•	 Install	bicycle	signals	eastbound	and	westbound	at	Ellis		 	

 Avenue, and eastbound at Woodlawn Avenue.

•	 Install	street	furniture	as	appropriate	for	the	space	and		 	

 application for the length of the segment.  Street furniture   

 includes benches, trash receptacles, and bicycle racks.    

 Coordination with CTA may include additional bus stop   

 shelters.
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Proposed	Section	-	University	to	Kenwood

Design Concept: University to Kenwood

UNIVERSITY	TO	KENWOOD

The	segment	between	University	Avenue	and	Kimbark	Avenue	is	

similar in configuration to the segment to the west.  The presence 

of left turn lanes at the intersection of 55th Street and Woodlawn 

Avenue prevent the Plan from removing the striped median and 

reallocating unused space for other uses.  The width of the roadway 

begins to narrow by means of a taper on the south side of the street 

just	west	of	Kimbark	Avenue.		This	prohibits	consideration	of	wider	

sidewalks and parkways.

The segment between Kimbark Avenue and Kenwood Avenue 

is a transitional section as the corridor transforms from the 

open	boulevard	to	the	one-way	split	around	the	University	Park	

Condominiums.  The Plan proposes to maintain this narrower section 

with	a	7	foot	wide	buffer	lane	between	opposing	lanes	of	traffic.

The following is a summary of the proposed improvements between 

University	Avenue	and	Kenwood	Avenue.

•	 Maintain	existing	travel	lane	and	median	configurations,		 	

 including left and right turn lane locations at Woodlawn   

 Avenue, Kimbark Avenue, and Kenwood Avenue.

•	 Install	a	pedestrian	refuge	island	in	the	median	on	the	west		

 and east legs of the Kimbark Avenue intersection, and on the  

 east leg of the Kenwood Avenue intersection.

•	 Install	a	corner	bump	outs	at	all	four	corners	of	the	intersection		

 with Kimbark Avenue and at the northwest, southwest and  

 southeast corners of Kenwood Avenue.

•	 Install	new	sidewalk	and	curb	and	gutter	for	the	length	of	the		

 segment to allow for an ADA compliant walking surface.

•	 Upgrade	all	ADA	ramps	at	intersection	corners	as	required	to		

Design Concepts (cont.)
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International crosswalk symbols will be included  along 55th Street Street trees will be planted where possible

Davit Arm Lightpoles will be installed along 55th Street Benches will be installed where there is room

Example of a plaza with seating A bumpout with bike parking

 meet current ADA standards.

•	 Install	Davit	light	poles	for	the	length	of	the	segment.			 	

 Pedestrian poles are under consideration and design decisions  

	 will	be	required	as	the	project	moves	forward.

•	 Install	concrete	end	caps	at	end	of	parking	lanes.		Consider		

 low plantings in lieu of concrete.  Trees are not permitted due  

 to sight distance concerns.

•	 Install	green	pavement	for	length	of	protected	bike	lane.				

 Consider dashed pavement markings and/or green pavement  

 for protected bike lane through intersections and within mixing  

 zones.

•	 Install	international	crosswalk	pavement	markings	in	all		 	

 directions at Woodlawn Avenue, Kimbark Avenue, and   

 Kenwood Avenue.

•	 Install	separate	bike	signals	at	Woodlawn	Avenue.

•	 Install	street	trees	where	feasible	given	the	proposed	sidewalk		

 width and locations of utilities/light poles.

•	 Remove	the	bus	stop	locations	at	Kimbark	Avenue	and	add		

 parking spaces where appropriate.  Ridership will be   

	 consolidated	with	the	adjacent	bus	stops	at	Woodlawn	Avenue		

 and Kenwood Avenue.

•	 Install	street	furniture	as	appropriate	for	the	space	and		 	

 application for the length of the segment.  Street furniture   

 includes benches, trash receptacles, and bicycle racks.    

 Coordination with CTA may include additional bus stop   

 shelters.
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Proposed Section - Kenwood to Dorchester

Design Concept: Kenwood to Lake Park

KENWOOD	TO	LAKE	PARK

The segment between Kenwood Avenue and Lake Park Avenue is 

a unique segment to the corridor.  Through this section, 55th Street 

splits into two one-way streets as it travels around the condominium 

complex	at	Dorchester	and	Blackstone	Avenues.		It	was	noted	by	the	

community that pedestrian and bicycle movements are dangerous in 

this area as motorists often travel above the speed limit.  Formalizing 

crossing movements, in particular at each end of the complex, will 

greatly improve safety for all users.  Crosswalks will be consolidated 

where possible, and the lane configuration will be better defined 

though improved pavement markings ad green bicycle lanes.  Where 

opportunities exist, new trees will be planted and sidewalks widened.

The following is a summary of the proposed improvements between 

Kenwood Avenue and Lake Park Avenue.

•	 Install	new	sidewalk	and	curb	and	gutter	for	the	length	of	the		

 segment to allow for an ADA compliant walking surface.

•	 Upgrade	all	ADA	ramps	at	intersection	corners	as	required	to		

 meet current ADA standards.

•	 Install	Davit	light	poles	for	the	length	of	the	segment.			 	

 Pedestrian poles are under consideration and design decisions  

	 will	be	required	as	the	project	moves	forward.

•	 Install	concrete	end	caps	at	end	of	parking	lanes.		Consider		

 low plantings in lieu of concrete.  Trees are not permitted due  

 to sight distance concerns.

•	 Install	green	pavement	for	length	of	protected	bike	lane.				

 Consider dashed pavement markings and/or green pavement  

 for protected bike lane through intersections and within mixing  

 zones.

Design Concepts (cont.)
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Proposed	Section	-	Dorchester	to	Blackstone Proposed Section - Dorchester to Lake Park

•	 Install	street	trees	where	feasible	given	the	proposed	sidewalk		

 width and locations of utilities/light poles.

•	 Install	international	crosswalk	pavement	markings	in	all		 	

	 directions	at	Dorchester	Avenue,	Blackstone	Avenue,	and	Lake		

 Park Avenue.  Install international crosswalk pavement   

	 markings	on	the	west	and	south	leg	of	Harper	Avenue.

•	 Install	a	pedestrian	activated	Rapid	Flashing	Beacon	at	the	5	

 55th Street and Kenwood Avenue crossing.

•	 Enhance	the	concrete	median	at	Harper	Avenue	to	serve	as	a		

 pedestrian refuge island.

•	 Install	curb	extensions	along	the	55th	Street	curves	around	the		

	 University	Park	Condominium	complex.		This	will	allow	for	a		

 clear and concise definition of travel lanes versus parking   

 lanes, as well as widen the sidewalk in some instances.

•	 Enhance	the	triangular	median	landscaping	in	between		 	

 the one-way streets on both the west and east side of the   

 condo complex.

•	 Work	with	the	City	and	private	development	to	enhance	the		

 triangular open spaces at each quadrant of the condo   

 complex.

•	 Install	a	corner	bump	outs	at	all	four	corners	of	the	intersection		

	 with	Dorchester	Avenue	and	Blackstone	Avenue,	at	the		 	

	 southwest	and	southeast	corners	with	Harper	Avenue,	and	at		

 the southwest corner of Lake Park Avenue.

•	 Remove	the	bus	stop	locations	at	Blackstone	Avenue	and	add		

 parking spaces where appropriate.  Ridership will be   

	 consolidated	with	the	adjacent	bus	stops	at	Dorchester	Avenue		

 and Lake Park Avenue.

•	 Install	street	furniture	as	appropriate	for	the	space	and		 	

 application for the length of the segment.  Street furniture   

 includes benches, trash receptacles, and bicycle racks.    

 Coordination with CTA may include additional bus stop   

 shelters.

•	 Install	a	corner	bumpout	on	the	southeast	corner	of	the		 	

 Kenwood Avenue intersection.  Re-align parking    

 along the east side of Kenwood Avenue to be diagonal   

	 spaces.		Utilize	corner	bumpout	to	re-align	crossing	of	55th		

 Street.  Formalize pedestrian refuge island in the median on  

 the east leg of the Kenwood Avenue intersection.
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Existing/Proposed Section - Lake Park to South Shore

Design Concept: Lake Park to South Shore

Design Concepts (cont.)

LAKE	PARK	TO	SOUTH	SHORE

The segment from Lake Park Avenue to South Short Drive is 

approximately	0.4	miles	long.		It	begins	east	of	the	Metra	viaduct	

and ends with a connection to the Lakefront Trail east of the South 

Shore Drive intersection.  The Plan proposes to upgrade the tree 

plantings with new trees and larger tree grates and install paver 

bands in between trees.  Gateway enhancements are proposed for a 

revamped park entry point at South Shore Drive.

The following is a summary of the proposed improvements between 

Lake Park Avenue and South Shore Drive.

•	 Install	new	sidewalk	and	curb	and	gutter	for	the	length	of	the		

 segment to allow for an ADA compliant walking surface.

•	 Upgrade	all	ADA	ramps	at	intersection	corners	as	required	to		

 meet current ADA standards.

•	 Paint	Gateway	light	poles	between	Lake	Park	Avenue	and		

	 Hyde	Park	Boulevard	to	provide	a	consistent	streetscape		 	

 palette.

•	 Modify	Gateway	light	poles	between	Lake	Park	Avenue	and		

	 Hyde	Park	Boulevard	to	include	LED	light	fixtures.		Install	new		

 light poles for the remainder of the segment east to South   

 Shore Drive.  Pedestrian poles are under consideration and  

	 design	decisions	will	be	required	as	the	project	moves	forward.

•	 Upgrade	shared	use	bike	lane	pavement	markings	(“sharrow”)		

 and other pavement markings delineating the parking lane.

•	 Install	street	trees	where	feasible	given	the	proposed	sidewalk		

 width and locations of utilities/light poles.

•	 Install	international	crosswalk	pavement	markings	in	all		 	

	 directions	at	Cornell	Avenue,	Hyde	Park	Boulevard,	Everett		

3 Corridor Design Guidelines   
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 Avenue, and South Shore Drive.

•	 Modify	the	intersection	at	South	Shore	Drive	to	better	define		

 the parking area and crosswalk locations.  Curb    

 extensions at the northeast corner of the park are    

 recommended to minimize empty pavement space and re-use  

 the area for open space treatments.

•	 Install	a	corner	bump	outs	at	all	four	corners	of	the	intersection		

 with Cornell Avenue and Everett Avenue.  Install corner bump  

	 outs	at	the	northwest	and	southeast	corners	of	Hyde	Park			

	 Boulevard.

•	 Install	corner	bump	outs	onto	55th	Street	as	a	means	of		 	

 defining the parking lane.

•	 Reconfigure	and	install	clear	pavement	markings	at	the		 	

 parking area along 55th Street east of South Shore Drive.

•	 Install	street	furniture	as	appropriate	for	the	space	and		 	

 application for the length of the segment.  Street furniture   

 includes benches, trash receptacles, and bicycle racks.    

 Coordination with CTA may include additional bus stop   

 shelters.

•	 Install	infiltration	planters	at	the	following	potential	locations:		

	 SW	Blackstone	Avenue,	SE	Cornell	Avenue,	NE	and	SE	at		 	

 Everett Avenue, and all four quadrants at South Shore Drive.
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Maintain Eastbound bus 
stop location 

Install international crosswalk 
markings and upgrade ADA 
ramps

Install 5’ (E-E) wide green pavement 
protected bike lane with 3’ wide 
buffer

Install concrete end caps 
at end of parking lane 

Shift curbline - Eliminate 
10’ painted median and 
shift travel lanes toward 
centerline to allow for 
wider sidewalks and 
street trees

Revamped boulevard plaza 
treatment with gateway 
element

Enhanced crosswalks at 
Frontage Road

Remove bus stops at Drexel 
Avenue and consolidate with 
Cottage Grove Avenue bus 
stop locations

Cottage Grove Avenue to University Avenue
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Revamped boulevard plaza 
treatment

Enhanced intersection and 
crosswalks at Frontage Road

Install 5’ (E-E) wide green pavement 
protected bike lane with 3’ wide 
buffer

Shift curbline - Eliminate 10’ painted median and shift 
travel lanes toward centerline to allow for wider sidewalks 
and street trees

Relocate Westbound bus stop to far side of intersection

Install international crosswalk 
markings and upgrade ADA ramps

Install pedestrian refuge 
island with new ADA 
ramps

Install concrete end caps 
at end of parking lane

Maintain Eastbound bus 
stop location
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Maintain Eastbound 
bus stop

Maintain Eastbound bus stop 

Install international 
crosswalk markings and 
upgraded ADA ramps

Maintain 
westbound bus 
stop.  

Install corner bump out at 
southwest corner of intersection

Install 5’ (E-E) wide green pavement 
protected bike lane with 3’ wide 
striped buffer

Install concrete end caps 
at end of parking lane 

Revamped boulevard plaza 
treatment with gateway 
element

Potential for enhanced 
intersection treatment

Install pedestrian refuge 
island

Enhanced crosswalks at 
Frontage Road

University Avenue to Kenwood Avenue
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Install international 
crosswalk markings and 

upgraded ADA ramps

Install pedestrian refuge 
island with ADA ramps

Remove westbound 
bus stop location 
and consolidate with 
Kenwood/University

Remove eastbound bus stop 
location and consolidate with 
Kenwood/University

Install corner 
bumpouts at all 
four corners of 
intersection

Install 5’ (E-E) wide green pavement 
protected bike lane with 3’ wide 
buffer Install concrete 

end caps at end of 
parking lane 
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Install 5’ (E-E) wide 
green pavement 

protected bike lane with 
3’ wide buffer

Remove existing bus 
stop location and 
consolidate with 

Dorchester

Install corner 
bumpouts at 
northwest, southwest, 
and southeast corners 
of intersection

Modify curb line to 
provide wider sidwalk/
refuge areaMaintain eastbound 

bus stop location

Maintain westbound 
bus stop location

Maintain Westbound bus stop 
location 

Maintain Eastbound bus stop 
location 

Install international 
crosswalk markings and 

upgraded ADA ramps

Install Rapid Flashing 
Beacon/pedestrian 

activated

Kenwood Avenue to Lake Park Avenue

Design Concepts (cont.)
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Modify curb line 
to provide wider 

sidewalk

Install corner 
bumpouts at southwest 

and southeast corners

Transition from 
protected bike 
lane to shared 

use lane (sharrow 
markings) east of 

viaduct
Install corner 

bumpout

Maintain 
westbound 

bus stop 
location M

E
T

R
A

 V
IA

D
U

C
T

Install corner 
bumpouts at northwest 
and northeast corners 
of intersection

Install corner 
bumpouts at 
southwest and 
southeast corners of 
intersection

Install infiltration 
planter

Remove westbound 
bus stop location 
and consolidate with 
Dorchester

Install 5’ (E-E) wide 
green pavement 
protected bike lane with 
3’ wide buffer

Extend green bike 
lane under viaduct 
(eastbound only)

Install international 
crosswalk markings and 
upgraded ADA ramps
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Install infiltration 
planter

Install shared use bike lane 
pavement markings (sharrow)
with 2’ buffer

Install corner 
bumpouts at all four 
quadrants of Cornell 
Avenue

Install infiltration 
planter

Install corner 
bumpouts at three 
quadrants of Hyde 
Park Boulevard

Install international 
crosswalk markings and 
upgraded ADA ramps

Install international 
crosswalk markings and 
upgraded ADA ramps

Lake Park Avenue to Lake Shore Drive

Design Concepts (cont.)
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Formalize 
crossing area 

within Cul-de-sac 
@ Lake Front Trail

Install infiltration 
planters at all 

four quadrants of 
South Shore Drive

Install shared use bike lane 
pavement markings (sharrow)
with 2’ buffer

Formalize parking 
zones along South 
Shore Drive

Formalize parking 
zones along 
extension of 55th 
Street to Cul-de-sac

Re-configure 
South Shore Drive 
intersection for 
added sidewalk and 
gateway element

Install corner 
bumpouts at all four 
quadrants of Everett 
Avenue

Install international 
crosswalk markings and 
upgraded ADA ramps

Install infiltration 
planter at NE and 
SE quadrants
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PRIORITIES

The	55th	Street	Master	Plan	recommends	infrastructure	and	

streetscape enhancements for the length of the study corridor from 

Cottage Grove Avenue to Lake Shore Drive.  Ideally, improvements 

to the corridor would be made within one or two construction 

seasons.		However,	there	currently	is	a	shortage	of	available	funding	

and it is unlikely improvements can be implemented at once.  An 

implementation plan that phases construction of short term and long 

term improvements is therefore needed.

Phased construction needs to be implemented in a way that 

when improvements are combined with remaining infrastructure, 

a cohesive and aesthetically pleasing result is achieved and a 

piecemeal appearance is avoided.  Proper phasing also minimizes 

the potential for unnecessary costs due to subsequent damage to 

initial improvements.

Some improvements can be implemented on a block by block 

basis, while others must be implemented corridor wide to maintain 

consistency and be a cohesive improvement for the corridor.  It is 

important to note that the phasing of priorities does not always 

coincide with the priority desires identified by the community but are 

more so based on implementation cost and construction progression.

Feasible phasing scenarios include:

•	 Construct pedestrian zone improvements (e.g. sidewalk,   

landscaping, street lighting)

•	 Construct bicycle zone improvements (e.g. parking end caps,   

striping, bike signals)

•	 Construct stand-alone roadway improvements (e.g. curb bump  

outs, pedestrian refuge island)

•	 Construct stand-alone streetscape improvements (e.g.                    

boulevard node enhancements, decorative intersection treatments)

•	 Construct community identity elements at gateway locations

As the conceptual design for the corridor was developed, 

consideration was given to the ease of implementation for each 

element in comparison to the ultimate vision for 55th Street.  Short 

term improvements are those that are necessary, can be easily 

implemented, and may fit within available funding.  These are 

often	accomplished	without	major	modifications	to	the	existing	

infrastructure but continue to foster the overall plan for the corridor.  

Long term improvements promote the ultimate vision of the corridor 

but often take a longer time to implement.  These are considered 

more visionary improvements requiring additional resources for 

implementation.

Mid	term	improvements	offer	a	greater	cost	benefit	ratio	in	

camparison to the long term improvements.

4 Implementation   

Priorities
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

HP SSA Boundaries

• 53rd Street: between    

 Woodlawn Avenue and 5307 S.  

 Hyde Park Boulevard

• Lake Park Avenue between 5130  

 S. Lake Park Avenue and 5500 S.  

 Lake Park Avenue

• 55th Street: between Lake Park  

 Avenue and 1650 E. 55th Street

• Harper Avenue: between 53rd   

 Street and 52nd Street

The opinions of probable construction cost prepared for this Plan are 

summarized in this section.  This conceptual planning level estimate is 

intended to provide an approximate cost for program estimating and 

future funding considerations.  The values provided here will need 

to	be	adjusted	upward	to	account	for	construction	cost	differences	

between the assumed base year (2015) and the actual year of 

construction	(TBD).

Currently, there are no funding sources identified for implementation 

of the proposed improvements.  It is unlikely improvements will be 

implemented	at	once;	therefore	the	estimated	costs	are	identified	by	

short term/base improvements and long term/extra improvements.  

The Plan provides documentation necessary for the City to initiate 

public funding for streetscape improvements as well as identifying 

potential	menu	items	for	Ward	initiated	enhancement	projects.		Other	

improvements such as traffic signal modernization or pavement 

resurfacing may be presented for funding consideration by other City 

or State agencies.

The City of Chicago often utilizes Special Service Areas (SSA) to fund 

commercial and economic development initiatives, including public 

way	and	beautification	projects.		However,	an	SSA	for	the	entire	

project	length	does	not	currently	exist.		According	to	the	City	of	

Chicago Department of Planning and Development, a portion of the 

55th	Street	project	between	Lake	Park	Avenue		and	1650	East	55th	

resides	within	the	Hyde	Park	SSA	(#61).		As	proposed	improvements	

are	implemented	in	this	location,	SSA	#61	may	offer	support	or	

provide a level of funding involvement.

Tax Increment Financing (TIF) districts are another funding mechanism 

for	promoting	public	and	private	investment	projects.		A	one	block	

segment of 55th Street between Kimbark Avenue and Kenwood 

Avenue	is	part	of	the	53rd	Street	TIF	district.		However,	funds	from	

this TIF district have not been identified for improvements identified in 

the	55th	Street	Master	Plan.

 53rd St: between 
Woodlawn & 
5307 S Hyde 
Park Blvd 

 Lake Park Ave: 
between 5130 S 
Lake Park Ave & 
5500 S Lake 
Park Ave   

 55th St: between 
Lake Park & 
1650 E 55th St 

 Harper Ave: 
between 53rd & 
52nd  

 

HP SSA Boundaries 

Funding
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This section presents the estimated implementation costs for the 

improvements	proposed	as	part	of	the	55th	Street	Master	Plan.		

Implementation costs include construction, design, and program 

management costs as well as contingencies to account for escalation 

and other unknown factors.  These costs were developed utilizing 

2015	dollars	and	should	be	used	for	planning	purposes	only.		More	

refined estimates of construction cost will be part of future design 

phases.

Short Term Improvements

Short Term improvements are presented per element for the entire 

length	of	the	corridor.		Most	are	independent	of	each	other	and	could	

be broken out into smaller segments if necessary.

Short Term Improvements include:

•	 ADA	ramps	and	crosswalks

•	 Refuge	Islands

•	 Bike	Zone	Improvements	(green	lanes,	end	caps)

•	 Bike	and	Ped	Signal	upgrades

Mid	Term	Improvements

Mid	Term	improvements	are	presented	as	a	total	per	section	of	

the corridor.  These improvements are typically part of a full 

streetscape	project	and	are	often	grouped	per	block	or	segment	of	

implementation.

Mid	Term	Improvements	include:

•	 Tree	installation	and/or	replacement

•	 Sidewalk	and	parkway	improvements

•	 Upgraded	lighting

•	 Paver	treatments

•	 Site	furnishings

•	 Curb	extensions/side	street	bump	outs
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Cottage	Grove	to	University
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Lake Park to Lake Shore Drive
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Long Term Improvements

Long Term improvements are presented on a per element basis.  

These improvements are independent of each other but may rely on 

other short and/or mid-term improvements having been installed 

prior to initiating long term, specialized amenities.

Long Term Improvements include:

•	 Boulevard	plazas

•	 Decorative	intersection	treatments

•	 Gateway	identifiers

•	 Park	entrance	upgrades

4 Implementation   

Implementation Costs
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55th Street Streetscape Master Plan : Cottage Grove Ave. to S. Lake Shore Drive

Short Term Improvements – Entire Corridor 

ADA Ramps and Crosswalks  $    1,200,000

Refuge Islands  $       270,000

Bike Zone Improvements  $    1,300,000

Bike and Ped Signal Upgrades  $       375,000

Total  $    3,145,000

 

Mid Term Improvements – By Section 

A: Cottage Grove to University  $    5,690,000

B: University to Kenwood  $    3,050,000

C: Kenwood to Lake Park  $    3,575,000

D: Lake Park to South Shore  $    4,595,000

Total  $  16,910,000

 

Long Term Improvements – By Element 

Boulevard Plazas  $    1,385,000

Decorative Intersections  $       450,000

Gateway Identifiers  $    1,188,000

Park Entrance Upgrades (Nichols)  $       200,000

Total  $    3,223,000
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